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Young Wild West Fighting the Fire Fiends
OR, SAVING A HERD OF CATTLE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Decides to Visit
Prospect Ranch.
"Et, I was just thinking that it might be a good
idea for us to pay a visit to Prospect Ranch on
our way back .to Weston . I am satisfied that the
ranch is not more than sixty miles to the west
of where we now fire, and as we are in nQ particular hurry to get back, it would be a good idea
to stop -and have a rest."
The speaker was Young Wild West, the wellknown boy hero, who was commonly called the
Champion Deadshot of the West. His remarks
were addressed to his pretty girl sweetheart,
golden-haired Arietta Murdock.
"It would be real nice to stop over for a while
at Prospect Ranch, Wild," Arietta answered, her
eyes brightening. "Easy Edward is such a comical sort of man, while his wife is one ·of the
most pleasant women I ever met. I am sure we
·would be welcome."
The two came to a halt and waited for their
companions to come up. Cheyenne Charlie, the
ex-government scout and Indian fighter, came riding along with his wife, Anna, at his side, while
not far behind him rode Jim Dart, a fearless
Wyoming boy, with his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner. Further in the rear were Hop Wah and
Wing Wah, the t'Q'O Chinamen who were employed as handy man and cook by our friends.
They were leading a couple of well-loaded packhorses, and were taking their time about covering the ground.
"'What's ther matter now, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked, in his brusque way, as he gave the
ends of his long black mustache a twitch and
looked at the dashing young leader of the party.
"'Nell, I don't know as there is anything the
matter, Charlie," was the reply. "But when I
noticed that the trail forked off right here, it occuned to me that it would not be a bad idea to
ride over to Prospect Ranch and see how our old
friend, Easy Edward, is getting on."
"Great gimlets I I never thought about that,
Wild. Why we can't be more than fifty or sixty
miles from Easy Edward's place, come ter think
of it."
"Well, if you are all satisfied to ~top a couple
of days at Prospect Ranch we will switch off
rii;ht now and ride over."

"I will be delighte .l to see our uld friends
again," declared the scout's wife.
"So will I," pretty Eloise Gardner chimed in.
"Well, I reckon we will all be delighted to see
them," Young Wild West declared, with a smile.
"But you will see Lhat they are just as pleased
to see us as we are to see them. I happen ta
know Easy Edward p1·etty well, though I never
was very much acquainted with his wife."
It never took Young Wild \Vest long to carry
out a plan of action, so without waiting any further, he started his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, ahead
and z:ode off, taking _the branch trail that le_d to
the right. As the distance to the ranch wal; in
the neighborhood of sixty miles, and the after•
noon was well advanced, it wou ld be necessary
for them to camp during the night, since they
did not care to ride after darkness overtook them.
But they knew the country pretty well, and Wild
figured that by the time the sun set they would
reach the banks of a creek and find a good camp·
ing spot. In order to do this they would liava
to increase their gait a little, so he called out to
this effect. Then it was that the two Chinamen
got a little · more life in them and stirred th~
pack-horse until they "·ere jogging along at a
good clip. They rode along during the balance ot
the afternoon without meeting anything in tha
line of a human being, though game was started
several times. The sun was just sinking below
the broad stretch of prairie to the west whe11
they emerged from a patch of timber and cama
to the creek our hero had figured on reaching.
"Now, then,. you two Chinamen get a hustle on
yourselves and put things in shape," he called
out, as he turned to Hop and Wing.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came as if in om
voice from the two Celestials.
But it was hardly necessary to tell them what
to do, for so many times had they been through
the routine that Hop and Wing h,1d a systematic
way of doing it, and it was n ot long before the
pack-horses were unloaded al"d ':1c two tents that
were occupied by our friends ~.s a sle~ping quar•
ters were erected. There was plenty of dry
wood on hand, so the next thing in 01•der was to
start a campfire. Wild figured that they had covered nearly thirty miles since le:iving the main
trail, which meant that they were about halfway
to Prospect Ranch, the pl::tce they meant to stop.
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at for a few days. But there was no hurry the cook made a dash for him, and before any one
about getting there, so it would be just as well · could prevent it the two were clutching and
for them to take their u sual rest during the scratching each other and rolling over upon the
night. The sun disappeared and then the shades ground.
"Hold on!" cried Wild sternly, a s he sprang toof darkness rapidly gathered. The scene before
them was the rolling prairie, for they had ward them. "Stop this !"
This command was obeyed instantly, and a
reached the grazing lands of Wyoming. Supper
was cooked and eaten, and by that time it was minute later the two Chinamen ·were standing
upon their feet, glaring at each other.
·
thoroughly dark.
"Wing," said our hero, looking at the cook
"Well, I wonder if ;this is goln' ter be jest ther
same as it was every night since we left Big sharply, "you made a mistake t hat time. Hop
Muddy Creek?" the scout observed, as he filled didn't throw the pail of water a t you. It was
his pipe and squatted upon a log near the fire. Charlie who threw it, but he did not intend it for
"We ain't had a thing ter happen ter stir us up, you. He threw the pail at H op, but he dodged
an' I will say that I'm gittin' tired of sich kind it, so you received the benefit of it."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reof livin'. If nothin' happens to-night I hope
there will be somethin' goin' on at Easy Edward's ply. "Lat allee light."
"I didn't mean it for you, Wing," Cheyenno
place to liven us up a bit. Maybe there's cattle
thieves around these parts, or somethin' like that, Charlie spoke up. "Jest to show yer that I meant
it for Hop, I'll give him a ' little dressin' now."
Wild."
But before he could catch the clever Chinee, the
"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie. But it
seems that cattle thieves are generally to be clatter of hoofs sounded close at hand, and turnfound in the neighborhood of ranches, though ing their gaze in the direction the sounds came
they don't always show their hand s at the game. from our friends could see the dim outlines of
But you just take it easy. A little rest will do five horses and riders approaching at the other
side of the creek.
you good."
"Visitors, I reckon," said Young Wild West
"You don't think that way, an' I know it," the
motioning for his companions to get back unde{scout retorted, looking at the boy sharply.
"Well, all right, Charlie. I will admit that I cover.
"Hello!" one of them called out. "Ain't there
am about like you. I hate to be in idleness all the
time. As you say, everything has passed along nobody here?" Then he came close to the campso quietly for the past few days that it's getting fire.
"Oh, yes!" was the quick reply, and then ,vild
monotonous. But there i s no doubt that we will
have a good time when we strike Prospect coolly stepped from behind the tree and faced
the strangers.
Ranch."
"Thunder!" exclaimed the horseman who had
"We havee velly goodee timee, so be," declared
Hop. "Me likee see Misle1· E asy Edward, so be." first spoken. "It's Young Wild West, boys as
" 'Well, maybe he won't like to see you," Jim sure a s you're born! I reckon we're in luck.,',
Then, a s quick as a flash, he whipped out a reDart spoke up. "I reckon the last time you two
fellows met he was quite angry at you because volver and turned it toward the fearless boy who
stood before him. But as quick as he was Wild
you played a rather mean joke on him."
"Lat allee light," and Hop smiled in his bland was quicker, for a sharp report sounded and
fashion. "Misler Easy Edward likee me velly with a yell of pain, the cowboy dropped his re~
muchee. Me velly sma;rtee Chinee. He knowee volver. This had no sooner happened than the
rascally fellow's companions turned their horses
lat."
away into the woods. But before
"I reckon about every one you have ever met and galloped
leader could follow them our hero sprang forknows it, all right, so there ain't no use for you the
pulled him from the saddle.
to keep tellin' about it," the scout declared, look- ward and know who you are, my friend, but I
"I don't
ing at the Chinaman in a way that told how disreckon you are my prisoner," he said, in his cool
gusted he was at hearing him continually brag- and
easy way.
all
known
well
putty
"It's
ging about himself.
crack! Twl) shots rang out and the
Crack!
performer,
over that you're a boss sleight-of-hand
boy's head. The other
an' that you ain't never satisfied unless you're bullets whizzed over thefar,
it was evident 1 and
playin' tricks on somebody. But some of these five had not gone veryto save
their leader from
they were now trying
days you'll git a blamed sight ther worst of it,
capture. Wild involuntarily let go his grasp upon
see if you don't. Hop."
was being shot at, and
"Lat allee light, Mi sler Charlie. Me no '1'\aid the man when he found hevillainous
cowboy leaped
accepting the chance, the
of lat, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
CheyAt this the scout picked up a -pail that -was upon the back of his horse and rode away.
to bring him down with
nearly half full of water and threw it at the enne Charlie was about
Chinaman. But Hop was too quick for him and his Winchester, but Wild quickly stopped him.
he succeeded in dodging it, though the pail hit the
ground right before vVing, the cook, and the water splashed up into his face as he was bending
CHAPTER 11.-Wild Learns Something About
over in the act of picking up a frying-pan.
His Enemies.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" the startled cook
exclaimed, as he danced about, wiping his face
No more shots were fired, so it seemed evident
for the water had struck his eyes and rendei·ed
that the cowboys were satisfied at their leader's
him temporarily blind.
escape. Though Charlie was not angered at it,
As soon as he could see his laughing brot her, he was considerably surprised . .
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"Wild," said he, "I think you're makin' a mistake in lettin' that galoot go. It's putty sartin
that he knows yer, an' that he ain't got no use
fer yer. Why didn't he try ter git ther drop on
yer ther minute he seen yer step out from behind
ther tree?"
"If that fellow is after me, which seems to be
the case, he won't go ve1·y far. The chances are
we will hear from him again before daylight.
Now, then, the thing for us to do is to get ready
fo1· them. You and Jim just fix up things a bit
around here. I am going to see if _I can find the
five rascals."
Charlie and Jim knew quite well the· preparations to make to guard against an attack from
the five horsemen, so they at once turned to arid
began, while the young deadshot stepped back behind the tree that had shielded him from the view.
of the men as they approached, and then quietly
stepped into the bushes. Once through the underbrush the way was comparatively clear, and then
the boy crept along upon his hands and knees,
feeling for the trail, so to speak. He continued
on for perhaps five minute, and then his quick
ears detected the unmistakable sounds of low
voices close at hand. He had but a little further
to go before he became conscius· of the fact that
he was getting dangerously dose to those who
were talking in low tones. Peering through the
darkness, he soon located the outlines of a couple
of horses. Not until he reached the foot of a
large tree did he stop, and then crouching into as
comfortable a position as he could, under the circumstances, Wild listened.
"I tell you, boys, it won't be safe ter have
Young Wild West around here," one of them said,
and Wild quickly put him down as the. one who
had escaped from him in such a clever manner.
"How did you know who he was, Dick?" another said.
"Just from ther description I've had of him,"
was the reply. "You don't think I. could be
fooled do yer? Why, wh€re is theJ/e another
young' feller what looks anything like him? Didn't
yer take notice of his long, light hair, an' handsome face? An' then, again, where is thern any
one in these parts as wears sich a high-priced
huntin' suit as he had on?"
There was no reply to this, so the speaker resumed:
"Even if I hadn't knowed it was Young Wild
West ther minute he stepped from behind ther
tree, I sartinly would when I seen ther rest of
'em. You all seen ther tall galoot with the1· long
black hair, an' ther other boy, didn't yer?"
"I seen 'em," some one answered.
"So did I!" another spoke up.
"I seen a couple of gals, too," a third declared.
"That's jest what I'm gittin' at!" the leader
exclaimed. "Haven't I heard how Young Wild
West an' his two pards goes ridin' around different parts of ther country lookin' fo1· trouble? An'
don't I know that they've got three gals an' a
couple of Chinamen 1hat they generally takes
with 'em? Well, I guess I do! Let me tell yer,
boys, my brother was lynched over in Deadwood,
an' Young Wild West an' his pards was responsible for it. They dian't have nothin' ter do with
ther lynchin', but they got him after he had
h elped rob a bank over there, an' turned him
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over to ther vigilance committee. When I heard
about it I swore that I was goin' to down Young
Wild West the1· first time I ever met him."
"Well, Dick, you're ther boss of this bunch,"
one of the men said, after a short silence. "Jest
tell us what you're goin' ter do, an' I reckon we'll
stick to yer. If this here boy an' his pards has
come here to try an' break up our business, I
reckon ther quicker they're got out of ther way
ther better it will be for us."
"Well, I'll tell you what we'll do," was the reply. "We'll jest wait a while .. They think th~t
we've gone on, an' that we're rmghty glad ter git
away no doubt. If we go back there again in
about an hour they wo:n't be expectin' us. We
kin dismount when we git putty close an' then
sneak up an' surround ther camp. Then I reckon it won't take long ter wipe · out Young Wild
West an' his pards. As far as ther girls an' ther
two Chinamen are concerned, there won't be no
trouble to be expected from them, though I've
heard say that Young Wild West's sweetheart is
a mighty good shot with, a gun, an' that she's got
plenty of pluck. But if we kin clean out ther boy
an' his two pards, that will be enough ter satisfy
me, an' we'll ride away an' let ther rest go . They
won't be able ter ever find us or put any one on
our track. We'll clean out Young Wild West an'
his pards as sure as my name are Dick Packer!"
Satisfied that he had heard quite enough, the
young deadshot arose from behind the tree and
moved stealthily away through the woods. He
knew now that the camp was to be attacked, so
he thought he had better get back and assist his
partners in making preparations for it. He was
not long in getting there, and so clever was he in
doing it that he was right among those who were
waiting for him before they were aware of it.
"Did you find the villains, Wild?" Arietta
asked, as she stepped up and touched her young
lover on the ann.
"Yes, Et, and I didn't have to go far to do it,
either," was the r,eply. "They are coming here
in an hour to wipe us out, but you need not be
afraid, for the leade1· says you girls and the
Chinamen will not be interfered with. They simply mean to wipe out Charlie, Jim and myself.Then they mean to make off."
"Oh, that is their game, is it?" and the eyes of
the ghl flashed. · "So they are going to let some
of us live? Well, they are really kind, I must
say."
"Did yer find out why that galoot was so bent
on shooting yer, Wild?" the scout asked.
"Yes. It appears that his brother was con•
cerned in a bank robbery over in Deadwood at
one time, and that we assisted in running him
down, with the rest of the gang. He was lynched
by a vigilance committee, and Dick Packer, which
is the name of the leader, blames it to me. He
registered a vow that he would shoot me the first
time he met me. That is why he tried it when he
rode up here and I stepped out from behind the
tree."
"No one didn't tell you this, did they, Wild?"
"Oh, no; I just crept up close and heard them
talking, and I got all the information without
half trying."
"Do they belong to a ranch anywhere around
here, Wild?" Jim Dart spoke up.
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"They might, but I didn't hear them say so .
Dick Packer observed that they were being hunted for stealing cattle, so that means that we can
put them down as cattle thieves."
After answering a few more questions, the
roung deadshot turned to assist his partners in
improving the conditions about tJ1e camp. When
everything was ready, Wild did a little thinking,
and it was not long before he said:
"Boys, I have an idea. \Ve will make a fire
over there by that clump of trees on the bank of
the creek. 1 remember that the spot looks a great
deal like this one, and we may be able to fool the
scoundrels. We will fix the file just as though it
is a camp-fire arrang~d for the night, and extinguish our own fire. ThE:n all we will have to do
is to keep a watch for the approach of the five
men. Come on. It won't take us long to set our
little trap."
His partners and the two Chinamen quickly
joined him in collecting the necessary supply of
wood. This was carried over to the ;;pot he had
indicated, and after scraping away the dry leaves
so that the woods could not be set on fir'e. a match
was lighted and a blaze soon started. They took
the risk of waiting until it had burned sufficiently for them to put on the heavier piece~ of wood,
and when this was finally done they all went back
to the camp and settled down to wait. It was
just about an hour from the time Wild had come
back to the camp when the five villains appeared.
The fire was still burning, and the light that was
sent -out from it enabled our watching friends
to see the forms of the rascals as they crept carefully to the spot. Cheyenne Charlie, who was
generally of an excitable temperament, 1;aised his
rifle.
"Charlie," whispered the young deadshot, "if
you fire a shot don't shoot to kill. I think it will
be a good idea to knock a hat or two off their
heads, just to let them know that we are not to
be caught napping."
"Jest as you say, Wild. I kin raise my gun
right over this rock and pick off any hat you
say."
"Well, there are five of them. Suppose we try
a shot at each of their hats? Come, Et, I reckon
you can take a chance in this game. You each
fire a shot, and I will fire two. If I don't get
two hats while you are getting one, I will miss
my guess, that's all."
The five villains were now in full view, for the
light of the fire was dancing upon them. Wild
gave the word, and then four rifles were thrust
over the top of the fallen tree .
."You first, E-t," the boy whispered.
Arietta did not need to be told a second time.
Taking a quick aim she pulled the trigger and off
went .the hat of one of the men. Her shot was
the cue for the rest.
Crang ! crang ! crang !
c:rang! True to his word, Wild fired twice, and
be did just what he declared he would. Though
all the hats were not sent flying from the heads
of the men, they certainly had bullet holes
through them. Yelling with dismay and terror,
they fled back into the woods.
"I reckon that will be about all for to-night,"
said Young Wild West coolly. "You will never
see tho~e fellows comin~ back here again toni_ght."

CHAPTER III.-The Ranch Is Sighted .
Young Wild West was right when he said they
would see nothing more of the five villains again
that night. The night was divided into three
watches, and each did his share, this giving them
all a chance to get sufficient sleep. At daylight
in the morning our hero, who had taken last
·watch. aroused the two Chinamen, and by the
time they had started a fire and the preparations
for breakfast were being made, the rest were
awake.
"I want you to all keep an eye out for the rascals," Wild said. "While they were afraid to
come here again last night, they may take a notion to sneak around somewhere and get a shot
at us."
"We'll do that all right, Wild, an' don't yer
forgit it!" the scout declared, with a nod of his
head. "While Wing is cookin' ther breakfast I'm
goin' ter take a little walk around. I won't go
very far."
·
No one objected to this, so Cheyenne Charlie
picked up his rifle and walked leisurely along the
bank of the creek. He had not gone more than
a hundred yards when, as he rounded a thick
clump of trees, who should he come in sight o:f
but the five men who had tried so hard to slay
them the night before. They were riding slowly
along toward him, and the scout just had time
enough to drop behind a clump of bushes to keep
from being observed. Charlie could see that one
of the men had a rag tied about his right hand
sa it was easy for him to guess that he was Dick
Packer, the leader. With their horses at a walk,
the five men came on. When they were within
probably fifty feet of the hiding scout they came
to a halt They were talking in very low tones,
so Charlie could not overhear what they were
saying. Presently Dick Packer dismounted and
threw the bridle rein over his horse's head. This
was the signal for the rest to do the same and
then the hiding scout waited to see ·hat ,:,,ould
be their next move.
"There's only one way ter git at 'em, boys," he
heard the leader say, as he turned and looked
impressively at his followers. "We must keep
1·ight along close to ther creek. They're putty
well protected from ther other side, you know.
If we do git a chance at 'em I want yer all ter
take mighty good aim. But don't hit none of
ther gals. There won't be no use in shootin' females. We're bad enough, but we won't be quite
as bad as that."
"We would be a whole lot better off if we had
a rifle," another observed.
"Well, that's all right. We ain't got no rifle,
so what's ther use of talkin' about it? If we kin
git within fifty feet of 'em I re@kon it will be
easy enough ter drop 'em with our guns. I know
I'm goin' ter pop Young Wild West over at ther
first shot. I feel it 'in 1:iy bones, boys!"
Finally the five started to walk slowly along
the bank of the creek. Charlie quietly thru~t out
the barrel of his Win:::hester. When they were
within a dozen feet of him he suddenly called out:
"Stop right where yer are!
Hold up your
hands, you sneakin' coyotes!"
Dick Packer was the first to act. With a bound
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he was into the bushes that were close at hand
and then heran like a deer.
. .
· "Come on, boys!" he shouted. .
Crane,! Charlie pulled the trigger of his nfle
and clipped a lock of hair from one of the men's
heads. But they wer~ all Tunning now, and feeling that Wild would not be pleased if he shot any
o £them he refrained from doing so . Just as the
five men mounted and started to ride away, Wild
and Jim came running along- the bank of the
.
cl'eek.
"What is it, Charlie?" the young deadshot
·
asked.
"Well them galoots was sneaking up here ter
git a chance at us again, Wild," the scout r~plied. "I didn't drop any of 'em because you said
last night that it was best not ter. But I sartinly did give . 'em a good scare."
Satisfied that the viJlains would not come back
to bother them again very soon, the three made
thefr way back to the camp. When the g·irls
heard how Wild's enemies had been sneaking toward the camp for the purpose of committing
murder they were not grEatly sui·prised, though
it mad~ them feel slig_h tly uneasy, especially
Anna and Eloise. Hop Wah had shifted the
horses so they might graze upon the luxuriant
grass until it was t~e for ~hem to leave 1' while
Wing Wah was makmg rapid progress with the
breakfast. It was not long before the meal was
Teady, and then they all ate just as heartily as
though nothing had occurred during the night or
a &hort· tim, before. When breakfast was over
with the girls assisted the cook in washing the
tin dups and plates and helped him store them
in the bag they were carried in. Then Wild and
his partners gave a lift, and the tents were soon
taken down, rolled up ~nd fastened upon one of
the pack-horses. Five minutes later the party
was fording the creek and once at the other side
they took the trail and started on at a canter, in
the direction they knew must surely bring them
in sight of the xanch they wanted to visit, in an
hour or two. They saw nothing of the five vil·1ains as they rode along; though they kept glanc- •
ing behind them occasionally. \¥hen about five
miles had been covered and they were approaching the top of a rather high rise, they caught
sight of a big herd of cattle grazing off to the
left.
"I reckon we'll have to see what mark these
cattle bear," Wild said, as he turned his horse in
the direction of the herd. "Easy Edward's mark
is the letter E, and if we happen to see it on these
cattle we will know that they belong to him,
which will mean that his house is not very far
away."
"'I:.hat's right, Wild," Arietta answered. "Come
on. You and I will go and make an investigation."
The boy and girl quickly left the xest, who
t.'tuck to the trail. Arietta, mounted on her
cream-white mustang, made a very pretty appearance as she rode along at the side of her
dashing young lover.
Meanwhile, Wild and Arietta rapidly neared
the herd of cattle. It did not take the boy and
girl long to discover that the b1·anding mark was
the letter E.
"That settles it, Et," sai.d Wild, as he turned to·
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ride toward the trail and join the rest of the
party. "We have struck Prospect Ranch,
right. The house and buildings must be the other
side of that patch of timber over there. Anyhow, the train is leading in that direction. Come
on. I will race you to the head of the line."
"All right, Wild," and the girl at once urged
her horse to a burst of speed that was even surprising to her lover."
But Young Wild West owned the fastest horse
he had ever seen, and he knew it would he easy
for him to overtake hfa sweetheart. He let her
get a good hundred feet ahead of him and then
he patted the sorrel on the back of the neck and
exclaimed:
"Now then, Spitfil'e, let yourself go!"
Arietta glanced over her shoulder and saw him
~·apidly gaining upon her. But only half a mile
mtervened, so she again surprised Wild by getting a faster pace from the white mustan"',
"(?o on, Et I" the boy called out. "I ad: going
to give you a good chance."
Then he held the sorrel in so that the distance
between them remained about the same until they
were within about two hundred yards of the party, who were riding along and watching them
with no little interest. Arietta did her best to
make the mustang give an extra spurt but he
was going at his best, and when she saw' Spitfire
suddenly make a leap and then come quickly forward, closing the gap, she knew she was beaten.
Wild managed to just beat her by a length
though if he had tried at th/ sta1·t he could hav;
left her fully a hundred yards behind. Then it
was that they saw, lesa than two miles distant a
house and several outbuildings that seemed to
in the best of -order. .
"He1·e we are!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
"!his is Prospect Ranch. Now, then, come on to
give Easy Edward and his wife a genuine surprise."

all
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CHAPTER IV.-Dick and His Gang Make a
Hold-up.
H11;ving been foile? three times in attempting
the life of Young Wild West, it would seem that
the_ villain called Dick Packer would have been
satisfied to quit. It must be said that there was
n?t ~ne ?f the four who had agreed to stick to
hrm m his purpose who were not disgusted with
the repeated failures.
"Well, boys, we got ther worst of it again,
didn't we?" the leader said, shrugging his shoulders and smiling at them.
"Yes, an' I think three times is about enough
of it," one of them retorted boldly.
"That's all right, Dan Jiliber, but you seem te.r
sorte1· forgit somethin.'"
·
"What have I forgot?"
"It see_ms ter me you have sorter forgot that
you're alive."
"No, I ain't forgot that, Dick. I'm alive, an'
I'm mighty glad of it.''
"\Vell, ·we're all alive, ain't we?"
"We sa1·tinly are. But it ain't 'cause YounJ?
Wild West an' his pards don't want us ter live,»
one of the others spoke up.
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"You ain't backin' down, too, are yer, Gilby?" :follow none of us. I'm dead sartin of· that, for
queried the leader sarcastically.
I know as well as anything that if him an' his
"No, I ain't backin' down, Dick," was the re- pards had wanted ter do it they could have shot
ply. "But I sorter agree with what Dan says. ther whole five of us. But that don't say that w
Three times oughter be enough ter satisfy any- should let 'em alone. It gives me courage to f:;J
body."
ahead, in fact. f've got ter have ther life of that
"That's all right, but it wasn't any fault of young galoot, 'cause I took an oath I'd git him.
mine, was it?"
No:w, then, I don't know as we'll let what's hap"No, I reckon it wasn't. It was Young Wild pened interfere with our plans a bit. We made
West's fault. But look"here, Dick. See how easy up our minds ter git about fifty head of cattle an'
it ·would have been ter drop you. He could have drive 'em up to ther banks by midnight to-night.
done it twice that I know of. I don't know Our man will be waitin' there with his cowboys
whether he was in ther' trees back there or not, to git 'em, an' as soon as they'l'e turned over to
but I've an idea that there was only one of 'em him we'll git ther money. I reckon we want ther
there, an' that was the1' tall galoot with ther money, boys."
long, black hair an' mustache. I caught sight
"You bet we do!" exclaimed Dan Jibber, his
of him as I was runnin' away, an' he stood right eyes lighting up. "Money is ther only thing
there with his rifle to his shoulder. He could what makes happiness in this world. You git
have shot me dead if he had wanted ter, but he ther money an' divide it up with us, an' then we'll
didn't seem ter want <er- do it. That shows that go over to Hangville an' have a rousin' spree."
he thinks we're only playthings for him an' his
-The five had all worked at different ranches in
pards. Jest see what he done ter Skinner. Why, that part of the country, and for various Teasons
he clipped a lock of his iron-gray hair from ther best known to themselves had quit, finally bandside of his head jest as neatly as you please. Do ing themselves together for the purpose of stealyer mean ter say that he couldn't have put that ing cattle. Of course, it would have been usebullet plumb through ther back of his head if he less for them to steal the cattle if they did not
had wanted ter?"
have a way to dispose of them and receive cash
"I'm mighty glad he didn't, though," declared for them. The five villains remained where they
Skinner, as he rubbed his hair and shrugged his were until they finally saw our friends riding
shoulders.
away at the other side of the creek.
"Of course you're glad, Skinner," Packer said,
"They're keepin' right on ther trail, boys,"
with a nod. "But see here, there ain't no use in said Dick Packer, with a nod of his head. "Jest
givin' this business. up jest yet. We're goin' ter look at 'em. They act as though they ain't no
stay around here a while, anyhow. Don't yer more afraid of us than nothin'."
know that we've made arrangements ter sneak
"Well., I don't think they are," declared Baldy
away some of ther .cattle what belongs ter Easy Jack, forcing a smile. "They sartinly haven't
Edward? We ain't goin' ter let Young Wild acted so."
West an' his pards interfere with our game, are
They waited until our friends disappeared bewe? What do you think about it, Baldy Jack? hind a ridge, and then the villains mounted their
You ain't said a word yet."
horses ~nd rode along the creek until they came
''Well, I ain't said nothin', but I will allow that to the place where the camp had been located
I've been about of ther same opinion as ther rest, during the night.
"What fools we was last night, boys," declared
Dick," the fourth man ar.swered slowly. "Still,
don't think that I'm goin' back on you. You're the leader disgustedly. "They was hidin' right
altogether too good a leader for that. You have • behind these logs here ,while we was sneakin' up
planned things putty well since we've been to- ter ther fire over there. They done that on purgether, an' if it hadn't been for you we would pose to fool us."
never have got half ther cattle that we've scooped
\Vhile they were at a halt at the deserted
up an' sold. You kin count on me ter stick, even camp the rumbling of wheels came to their ears.
if you have been downed three times by Young
"Hello!" exclaimed Skinner, who was the first
to hear the sounds. "I reckon some kind of an
Wild West."
"That's ther way ter talk!" exclaimed the lead- outfit is comin'. This ain't no wagon trail, so
er, looking pleased. ''Now, then, what do ther I wonder what it kin be?"
rest of yer think about it? Are yer game, ther
"Wait an' see," the leader retorted, coolly. "Jest
remember that -we're cowboys out lookin' for
same as Baldy is?"
"Oh, I reckon none of us is goin' back on yer, some stray cattle."
"Oh, yes, we know enough to say that, Dick."
Dick," Dan Jibber hastened to reply. "But it
seems as though there ain't much use of tryin' ter
They now rode to the trail and brought their
git that boy, after bein' stopped three times."
horses to a halt, remaining in the saddle. The
sounds grew plainer, and soon they were satis"That's what I think," Gilby declared.
"Well, you jest leave that ter me. If you fel- fied that there was a heavy wagon approaching.
lers don't want ter jine in an' help me git re- In a little while they found this to be true, for
venge for ther lynchin' of my brother, I'll do it around a bend there appeared a big covered
alone. I ain't goin' te1· ask any of yer to run any wagon that was being drawn by six mules.
"One of ther old-time prairie schooners, by
risk about it."
This seemed to satisfy them all, so they quickly gum!" exclaimed Packer. "Somebody must be
renewed their allegiance to their leader and told emigratin' further West."
The five men had all the appearance of being
him to go ahead and give his orders.
"There's one thing sartin, boys," Dick declared. cowboys, as has been said before, so the chances
"That is that Young Wild West ain't anxious te1· are that the man driving the mules did not look
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upon them with suspicion. Anyhow, he urged founrl a few bills and probably a hundred dollars
the mules to a faster pace and soon the clumsy in sih-er in it.
.
"\,Vell, that's putty fair," he said, with a nod.
vehicle drew up and came to a halt.
"Mornin', strangers!" a grizzled man of sixty "Now you kin go on. Jest tell Easy Edward
called out as he stepped down from the seat in that you met some cowboys that belonged ter a
the wagon. "Do you belong anywhere in these 1·anch a little north of here, an' that they got
mad because you couldn't stand treat an' took
here parts?"
"We sartinly do," Dick answered 1 quickl:i;: ther money-box. Maybe he'll come ter look for
"We're cowboys workin' on a ranch a little nortn it an' if he does you kin bet we'll give him ther
money back. Good mornin'!"
of here."
The mules were started again, and away they
Then an elderly woman poked her head from
went at a gallop, while the five rascals shouted
the front of the wagon and said:
"Maybe you kin tell us where Prospect Ranch deri ively.
is, then?"
''I reckon we kin do that, missus. You're lookin' for Easy Edward, as they calls him."
CHAPTER V.-Hop Starts A Little Fun .
."Yes he's my brother. ,ve've come all the
way up from Nebrasky to join him out he1·e an'
Young Wild West and his friends rode straight
Jive with him."
for the ranch. Not until the party came to a
"Well, all's you have got ter. do is to keep ri~ht halt close to the porch of the house did any one
along this trail, an' you'll git there some time appear, and then a short, stout colored woman
to-day, I reckon."
came out and looked at them in surprise.
"Thank yer!" the man retorted. "Fine morn"Hello, white folks!" she said as soon as she
in', ain't it?"
recovered herself, at the same time opening her
"Mighty fine! But say," and Dick Packer rode mouth and grinning broadly. "Wha' you done
up close to where the man was standing.
come from? De missus am not at home."
"What is it, my friend?"
'·Well, I reckon that's all right." Wild answer"Have you got any tobacker about yer?"
ed, with a smile, as he dismounted. "V,re will
"Plenty. Jane, jest git a couple of them plugs stop here a while, anyhow."
out of ther box in ther back of ther wagon. I
"Is you friends of de missus and her husband?"
reckon these boys want a chew."
came the query.
"Thanks!" cried Dick, as he accepted the to"\,Ve certainly are. How are Easy Edward
bacco the woman tendered him from the wagon. and his wife getting along, anyhow?"
"I don't s'pose you have got any whisky aboard,
"Very fine, sar," and the woman seemed to
have you?"
grow easier, for when Wild dismounted she had
.
"Not a bit."
a,cted as though she was not altogether pleased
"Well, maybe you have got some money that about it. "Come right in de house. If you am
would buy some."
friends of Marser Edward an' de missus you is
"Money is a mighty scarce article, too," de- sartinly welcome."
clared the old man, as he quickly mounted to the
"They certainly ·will be back before the day is
wagon seat.
over, so I reckon we may as well go inside, girls,"
Dick exchanged glances with his men. They \Vild said, and then he assisted his sweetheart
understood, so they quickly crowded up around from the back of her mustang.
the mules and wagon.
Charlie and Jim ·were quickly on the ground,
"It's a sort of custom in these here parts that and then Anna and Eloise dismounted.
when a prairie schooner comes throu~h, them
"Go on inside and question the woman ancl
what's drivin' it always pays ther price of a find out where the boss and his wife Are," our
gallon of whisky," went on the villain. "I reckon hero said to Arietta. "We will put away the
five dollars will be enough, boss."
horses and look after things."
"I reckon you won't git a cent," was the quick
The horses were led to the stable, which was
retort and then the old man cracked his whip not very far from the house, Hop and Wing
and the mules made a bolt. Dick was so angry, riding along in the rear and leading the pack•
however, that he made up his mind that he was horses. Though it had been some little time sine•
going to rob the travelers anyhow. He gave the our hero and his partners had been there, they
word and then his followers drew their re- knew just where to store the outfit they had
volvers and dashed alongside the wagon.
brought with them, and in a little while it was
"Halt!" cried Dick. "If yer don't, you'll drop attended to. There was plenty of hay for their
dead."
steeds, and Jim saw to it that enough was
"Don't shoot!" cried the man, in dismay, and thrown down from the mow to last them. Satishe soon managed to bring his mules to ~ stop. fied that everything was all right with the horses,
Then while his companions kept the man and Wild called his partners to go to the house with
woman tovered, Dick waited until a tin box had him, leaving the Chinaman at the stable. Wing
been hauled out from somewhere in the wagon was about to follow them, but Hop held up hia
and handed to him.
finger in a mysterious way and then nodded for
"There·s every dolla1· we have got in ther him to remain.
world!" declared the woman, bursting into tears.
"vVhattee mattee, my blother?" the cook ask"\\'e didn't allow that we would be 1·obbed on ed, acting as though he was greatly interested.
our way io my brother's."
"You waitee. Me allee samee smellee tangle,.
"\\'e'll see how much there is here," was the foot, so be. You likee havee lillee tanglefoot?"
re11ly, and then Dick broke open the box and
Win1r shook his head.
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"You no findee t.anglefoot, Hop," he declared. Wing intoxicated he felt that it would be a great
source of satisfaction to him. This time he got a
"You allee sam,e,o makee lillee foolee, so be."
"Me no mak~e !oolee, my blother. Me velly good big drink down his brother's throat, and
goodee Chinee. You waitee; me findee tangle- ihen, just as he was about to take a little himself, a dark form suddenly appeared in the doorfoot."
The fact was frat Hop had been looking about way. It was a colored man, and he stood glarthe barn and liad really discovered a jug that ing at the two in astonishment and indignation.
"Whljt you do with dat jug?" he demanded,
looked l'ather snspicious. Whether it contained
./
whisky or not he did not know, but he imagined when he found the use of his tongue.
it did, so he had waited until Wild and his part"Hello, Misler Blackee Man!" said Hop, blandners had left the barn before saying anything ly, as he quickly arose to his feet and made a
about it. He now walked over to a corner of the low bow. "Where you comee fl.om?"
barn, and pulling aside a barrel, showed Wing a
"See here, you fool Chine, dat jug of whisky
jug.
done belong to me. If you hab drunk much you
"How lat lookee, my blother?" he said, with a must pay me, or I'll shoot you. I'm a very bad
bland smile.
nigger, an' don't yo' forgit it."
"Um jua- lookee allee lig·ht," was the reply.
At this the darky strode forward and took
The clever Chinee quickly possessed himself of possession of the jug. He weighed it carefully
the jug and the next minute he had removed the in his hand and then looked fiercer than ever.
stopper and was smelling the contents. It was
"You pay me two dollars, or I'll shoot you!"
whisky, sure enough, and the .m.9ment he inhaled he declared, showing his teeth and acting as
the odor he gave a satisfied smile.
though he was very angry indeed.
'' Now, len, me tastne, my blother," he said, and
"Whatee mattee?" a sked Wing, who was fast
up went the jug to h\s lips.
becoming intoxicated from the quantity of the
Sa tisfying himsel{ .that it was all right and liquor he had imbibed. "You allee samee bigee
fit to drink, J;e to/Jk two or three good swallows foolee, Misler Blackee Man. You no shootee.
and then smacked 1,1s lips. Wing was not much Me shootee velly quickee."
of a drinker, but te occasionally tobk a little
Just as though he meant to do it, the cook
liquor as though hll't thought it was really a neces- showed
a revolver. At this the darky's manner
or
sity for him to cfo so. He took a swallow
changed. He had been making a big
suddenly
two and then pla,'\'d the jug on the floor. Hop
bluff, but when he saw the weapon in Wing's
I took a little mo, n, then, and insi,isted that his
hands it was all over.
brother should d.~ lfkewise.
"Put dat gun away!" he cried, backing toward
"Me no wa•1t~~" declared the cook, holding up
the door. "You kin have de liquor you done drink.
bis hands anrl ::')fl,/!1ung away.
"Lat allee JigM, my blother. Lis velly goodee I was only havin' a little fun."
"You comee backee here!" said Hop, suddenly,
tanglefoot. Ytln takee lillee more."
It was not hard to persuade Wing to do this, and •then he gripped him by the ar;m and pulled
and Hop man aged to get him to drink more than him .away from the door. "You havee lillee
he wanted b)r tipping the jug just as he was dlink, Misler Blackee Man? Me likee you velly
~
about to sto11 drinking from it. Rather than muchee."
"I s'pose I'll have to if you insist on it, Marser
spill it, the cook swallowed the whisky. He
coughed a little and declared that he had swal- Chinee."
Hop did insist on it, and he tipped up the jug
lowed altoget he1· too much, but Hop smilingly
and poured some of the contents down the darr eassured him.
"You no gi~tee dlunk. Lis tanglefoot not velly ky's throat, while a great deal of it went down
the collar of his shirt. · But he stood it pretty
stlong," j;he t:lever Chinee said.
Wing sat 11own on a bin that contained oats, well, for Wing was toying with the weapon, still
keeping his seat on the oat bin.
while Hop sat upon the floor before the jug.
"Whatee you namee?" Hop asked, as"'he placed
"Pletty soonee me showee you velly nicee lillee
the jug on the floor and grinned at the darky
tlick, my blottier," he said, with a grin.
'
"Me no wantee see um lillee tlick," declared who was trying to recover his breath.
"Eben, my name, sar," came the reply. "I
Wing. "Me ~rittee velly muchee sickee when you
done live here on de ranch with Marser Edwaru
·
fo olee, Hop."
an' de missus. My wife, she do de work in de
"Lat allee light. You watchee."
Th en Hop placed the jug to his lips and took house an' I done do de chores."
"Allee light, Misler Eben. You velly nicee
a nother swig.
"Lat whatllle you callee um velly nicee lillee blackee man, so be. You wan tee be allee samee
white?"
tlick?" the cook asked, in disgust.
"No," and Eben shook his head.
"Lat light, my blother. Pletty soonee me
"Me makee you allee samee likee white man,
showee you st,me more."
"You no dlinkee allee um tanglefoot; me w'antee so be," went on Hop. "Me velly smartee Chinee.
Me gleat magician:--- Me do plenty ~·leat thlings."
some 1nore."
"Lat light," piped Wing, from the oat bin. "My
Evidently f.he liquor the cook had already imbibed was having its effect upon him, for he blother ver y smartee Chinee. He makee you
seemed to b6l quite willing to take some more. allee samee whitee."
"I'm good enough as I am," declared Eben,
This was jus1; w>.1at Hop wanted, for he knew that
his bl'other h;i& n way of remaining sober, while who, no doubt, feared that he would be painted
he occasionli\lly i.ndulged in altogether too much or whitewashed by, the insistent Chinaman.
"Lat allee light. Me no hurtee you." and
liquor when l-,<i l}ot the chance. If he could get
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Hop drew from one of his pockets a small ihandmirror and placed it in the darky's hands.
Eben grinned as he looked at the reflection
of his face.
.
"You velly pletty, so be," declared Hop. "You
lookee allee samee velly muchee bettee if you
white. Now, len, me makee you white."
"But I don't want to be white," declared t11e
colored man, again acting as though he was going to leave the barn.
"Lat allee light," and Hop took him ,by the
sleeve and forced him to sit down upon the floor.
"Now, len, you takee lillee pill and when me
countee thlee you allee samee be velly nicee
white man. You watchee."
He took the mirror from him and placed it on
the floor. and then produced a small vial, which
contained some little white pellets. Selecting
one of these, he handed it to the darky and said:
"Now, len, you takee lat pill and !en-when me
countee thlee you lookee in um glass. You allee
samee be velly nicee white man. You takee lillee
dlink of tanglefoot to makee um pill allee samee
go down."
Eben cast a look toward the door as though
he was expecting some one to come to his relief.
But Wing was still toying with his revolver, so
he resigned himself to his fate and quickly
gulped down the pellet. Hop lifted the jug to his
lips again and gave him a dose both outside and
in, and when Eben had recovered from a coughinlf. fit the glass was placed in his hands.
'Watchee!" said the clever Chinee, sharply.
The eyes of the darky were fixed steadily upon
the mirror.
"One!"
Eben's eyes began to bulge, for he could see
the indistinct shape of a human face -creeping
over the reflection of his own.
"Two!"
·
"Oh, my!" he gasped.
The face was becoming more distinct, and he
could see plainly that it was not a white man.
"Thlee!"
As Hop said this, Eben found himself looking
at what seemed to be a photograph of a very
good-looking white man. He was astounded, and
after looking at the picture for a full minute,
he cried:
"Dat am sartinly a wonderful pill, Jdarser
Chinee. But what I done do now? Dinah won't
have anything to do with me now. Maybe you
give her one of the pills and make her turn
white, too."
"Allee light," answered Hop, and then he quickly whisked the mirror from the darky's hand.
It was quite a clever trick, and even Wing had
not seen how it was done. But he had used nothing more or less than a dark mirror, and while
the darky had been gazing steadily at it, Hop
had \caused a photograph to slide up cross the
surface of the glass.
"Let me look in de glass again, Marser Chinee,"
Eben said, after he had pinched himself all over
to make sure that he was not dreaming.
"Lat allee light. Me showee you pletty soonee,
so be. Me givee you um pill to take to you wife."
"Do you t'ink she know me when she see me
now?" came the query.
"She allee samee knowee you _allee light."
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Then Hop insisted on giving him some more of
his own whisky, after which he led him to the
door and advised him to go straight to his wife
and show her how he had turned into a fullfledged white man.
"Come, my blothei-," said Hop, smi ling at the
intoxicated Wing, who was now i-eady to do anything. "Vle go and see um fun, so be. Um
blackee man allee samee thlinkee he um whitee
man. Velly muchee fun, so be."
"Lat light, Hop. Hip hi! Hoolay !" and then
Wing slid down from the bin and rolled upon the
floor.
·
Hop quickly assisted him to his feet. What
he . wanted to do now was to lead his b1·othe1·
into the }Jresence of Young Wild West and his
partners to show them that he was not the only
one who occasionally took too much tanglefoot.
He dq.gged him out of the barn and went along
after Eben, who was making a bee-line as well
as he could for the kitchen at the 1·ear of the
house. Wing straighten up pretty well, and the
two 1·eached the kitchen just as the darky went
inside.
"Come here, quick, Dinah!" they heard him
call out. "See if you know me.'' .
It happened that Dinah was in the other room,
doing her best to entertain the girls, but when
she heard her husband call to lier she quickly left
th~m and appeared before him. Eben, who was
about half intoxicated, stood in the middle of the
kitchen floor, grinning at· her.
"What am de matter?" she demanded, as she
realized the condition he was in. "You go and
git drunk 'cause M.arser Edward ani away?"
"Do yo' know me, Dinah?" Eben asked, in a
simple sort of way.
"I show you if I know you, you fool nigger!"
she exclaimed, and picking up a stick of wood
that lay in the heap neai- the stove she threw it
at him, catching him in the pit of the stomach.
Ebeh let out a yell and fled -from the kitchen,
just as the girls came running in to see what
was going on. They had scarcely got there when
Wild, Charlie and Jim entered the house, and
hearing the rumpus, they made their way to
the kitchen, too. Then it was that Hop, who had
steadied his brother before the door, gave him a
shove and sent him staggering into their presence.
"What am dis?" cried the astounded coiored
woman, as Wing fell sprawling at her feet .
"Hip hi! Hoolay!" shouted Wing, ~vho b..:irdly
knew where he was, and with a great effort he
got upon his feet and tried to execute a dance.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"What do you think of that! Blamed if Wing
ain't drunk!"
"Dat fool of my husbantl got drunk, too!"
exclaimed Dinah, her eyes flashing. "What am
de matter around here, anyhow?"
It was more than our friends could stand, so
they all burst into a fit of laughter, and then
the colored woman got v.ery angry. She seized
Wing and began mauling him about the room,
finally winding up by throwing- l1im outside in a
heap. Meanwhile, Hop had slipped away back
to the barn, for he felt that it would be a good
idee. for him to take a quiet little nap. Eben
must have thought it the best place for him ta
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go, too, and Hop had scarcely got into a good
position upon a pile of hay when the darky joined
him. A little later Wing came along, but being
unable to climb upon the hay, he dropped upon
the floor and was soon snoring away in a drunken
slumbeL It was in this condition that Cheyenne
Charlie found them a few minutes later, and
when he discovered the whisky jug he knew
pretty well what had happened. He went back
and reported to those in the house, and then,
grim1ing at our hero, he said:
"Wijd, hadn't I better make 'em wake up putty
soon in a sort of quick way?"
"Just as you feel about it, Charlie," was the
reply. "But don't hurt them. But suppose you
wait a while. The colcred woman says that Easy
Edward and his wife are likely to be back at any
minute, since they went away at daylight this
morning to. visit the store, which is only about
fifteen miles from here. They won't wake up
very soon, anyhow, and if there is going to be
any fun about it, I am q1,1ite sure that our friend,
Easy, will enjoy it as well as any of the rest of
.
us."
"All right, Wild," replied the scout, who was
just as well satisfied. ":Most likely it was Easy's
whisky what they got hold of, an' if it was it will
do him ,?,"ood ter see me ~·ake 'em up."

CHAPTER VI.-Easy Edwa1·d and His Wife.
While Young Wild West and his friends were
waiting for the ranchman and his wife to return, the prairie schooner was covering the
ground as fast as the six mules coul€! be made
to go. The outfit had crossed the creek all right,
and in due time it came in view of the top oI
the ridge, something like a mile frtnn the house
and buildings. Arietta was the. first to spy it,
and as sh' called the attention of Lhe rest they
were all much surprised, for they had not expected to see such a wagon coming from that
direction. The trail of the settlement ran ofl'
from the front of the house, while the big PJ:'airie
schooner was approaching almost from the rear.
"The driver acts as tho.ugh he is making
straight for the house," our hero said, as he took
a good look. "He seems to be in a hurry, too."
"That's right, Wild," the scout answered.
"Maybe somethin', has happened on ther way, an'
they'Te anxious ter git somewhere."
"Well, we will soon find out, for it won't take
them long to get here now."
On came the.mules at a swift trot, and after
a while the outfit pulled up at the side of the
ranch house.
"Hello, thar !" called out the driver, as Young
Wild West and Arietta came out to meet them.
"Is there a man livin' here what they call Easy
Edward?"
"I reckon there is, stranger," our hero answered, quickly. "But he is not at home just now,
though we expect him at any moment."
"Oh! oh!" cried the driver's wife, as she
popped her head into view. "I am so gfad. Easy
Edward is my brother, you know."
The couple were not long in getting out of the
wagon, and when they had introduced themselves

as Mr. and Mrs. I saac Morley, Wild quickly made
known the names of himself and his companions.
''You seemed to be in quite a hurry when we
saw you coming over the hill," the young deadshot observed, when there bad been a general
handshaking.
"vVe was in a hurry," declared the old man, as
he cast an anxious look over his shoulder. "We
met a putty bad lot of men, I kin tell you."
"Is that so?" and the young deadshot became
interested at once.
"They said they was cowboys, and lived at a
ranch to ther north," went on Morley. "Wanted
some liquor, and as we didn't have any they
demanded money ter git some. As I don't drink
liquor myself, I don't pay for it for any one else
to drink, so I told 'em I wouldn't give 'em no
money. What did they do but up and rob me,
then. They took every dollar I had, which was
in a tin box. I had ter give it to them, 'cause
they would have shot me an' ther old woman if
I hadn't."
"How many were the1·e of them?" Wild asked,
coolly, for he readily guessed that the outfit had
been held up by Dick Packer and his gang.
·
"Five."
"I thought so. Well, don't you worry about
you1· money, Mr. Morley. I reckon we will get it
back for you before very long. We hai:Jpen to
know the crowd and you can bet we will get
them."
The old man looked relieved, while his wife
gave a joyous cry.
"You talk as though you mean business, boy,"
she declared, as she stepped up and placed her
hand on Wild's · shoulder. "I kin tell by ther
flash of your eye that you ain't no ol'dinary
youngster. While I s'pose Edward would take
care of us until Isaac could earn something, I'd
like to git om· money, which ain't very much,
though quite a little nest egg for a couple of old
people like us."
"All right, ma'am," ·wud answered, with a
smile. "I think there will be no doubt about it.
You see, the leader of the villains who robbed
you has sworn to kill me, and that means that he
will keep around close to where I am for a while.
That's just what I want him to do, for I mean
to get him alive and see to it that he is punished
for what he has done. He is the leader of a
gang of cattle thieves, you know."
"Oh, then they ain't cowboys?" said Morley,
--..:.
evincing surprise. "They might have been at one time, but you
don't think that ordinary cowboys would rob you,
do you, Mr. Morley?"
"I never did think so, but I don't s'pose that
everybody is honest, whether they're cowboys or
not. There might be thieves among 'em, jest
ther same as there is among other classes of
people."
"Well, you have got that right, but don't worry.
If I were you and Mrs. Morley I would take it
easy. Just make yourselves at home. We will
help you put your mules away. Easy Edward
and his wife will be back pretty soon, I am sure."
The girls took the old lady into the house
and- when Dinah, the colored servant, found that
there were more visitors, she was astounded.
But it appeared that she had often heard her
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mistress speak of the old couple who w1:re coming out to live with them, so she ~ew J?St Jthe
room to assign to them. Meanwhi,e, YJ1ld and
his partners helped Morley, and the big wagon
was driven under a shed and the mules unhitched. There was not a great deal in the
vehicle and when friends sa this they were
surpri~ed to think that the ma!! would ride in
such a big wagon for so long a distance.
"I'll tell you how that is," Morley explained.
"I got a chance ter buy ther mules an' wagon
mighty cheap-almost as cheap as I could have
bought a team of horses an' an ordinary wagonso I took 'em up. Me an' ther old woman has...
had plenty of room ter sleep in ther old prairie
schooner an' that's been one comfort. We've even
got a little stove here which sometimes I would
lift out when we stopped for ther night, an' we
would cook our supper an' breakfast with it."
"Well, you certainly have bet;n having-_it pretty
comfortable I must say," Wild laughmgly declared. "Y ~u have brought your bedding and a
few household goods, I see."
"Yes an' there's half a barrel of salt pork,
too, ar:• quite a lot of flour. ?h, we've ?een
lIVin' putty good on ther way. Ive shot a little
game, too. Our coffee run out _th~r day afore
yisterday, so I reckon when we git m ther house
I'm goin' ter see if I kin git a good hot cup."
"There will be no trouble about that, I assure
you."
Just as they had put everything away and were
returning to the house they saw a buckboard
that was drawn by a pair of lively looking bays
approaching swiftly down the lane that led to
the house.
.
,,
"Here comes Easy Edward and his missus!
exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat.
''Now, then, git ready ter give him a cheer when
he pulls up. He 'Won't know who we are at
first, an' I'll bet on it."
The team was not long in bringing the buckboard right to the door, and before it came to a
halt Charlie let out a yell that awoke the echoes.
The girls then rushed out, and all hands joined
in a cheer.
"Jumpi:n' wagon wheels!" cried Easy Ed~~rd,
for of course it was he who had been dr1vmg
the team, "if it ain't Young Wild West, I'll never
take anothe1· chaw of tobacker. Wow I Jest look,
Ella! What do yer think? This here is what yer
call a genuine surprise party."
His wife was too surprised to speak at first,
but when the girls rushed out and half pulled
her from the buckboal'd, she recovered herself and
proceeded to embrace them with bear-like hugs.
It took nearly ten minutes to get things quieted
down for Easy Edward was so delighted that he
cut u'p all sorts of antics, and shook hands and
hugged his old friends at irregular intel'vals.
Finally he caught sight of his sister, who was
standing in the doorway, smiling but not saylng
a word.
"Well, look here, Ella! Here's Jane, or I'll be
shot! Jest ter think of it I Eve1·ybody gittin'
here at ther same time, an' we away to ther
store, too."
Jane got her share of the hugging, then, and
then it came Isaac's turn. But it was all happily settled in a short time, and Easy Edward
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marched into his house, triumphant, at the head
of the visitors, while his wife came behind, still
holding fast to her sister-in-law, whom she had
stuck to since the introductiQn. There were lots
of questions to be asked and answered, and for
the next half hour thel'e was a great chattering
of voices in the big front room of the ranch
house. The mistress of the ranch caused Dinah,
the black servant to get a faster move on her
than she had been forced to in a long time. But
she was equal to it, and after a while the visitors were assigned to the rooms they were to
occupy while they remained at the ranch.
"Missus," said Dinah, when she got a chance
to speak to her mistress, "l'se been workin' hard
ever since dese people got he1·e, 'cause I knowed
dey would want somethin' good for dinner. I had
to kill de chickens myself, 'cause dat husband of
mine done go and git drunk with two Chinamen
what come with de party. I'll have to ask you
to help me, 'cause I ,vant ter fry de chicken for
dinner."
·
"You will have all the help you want." Anna
spoke up, for she heard what Dinah said. "We
are going to assist."
"No, you ain't," declared Easy Edward's wife
shaking her head. "You are our guests, and I
ain't goin' to allow you to do any of the work
around the house."
"\Vell, we will see about that," and Anna
laughed and beckoned to Arietta and Eloise.
The result was that they all went into the
kitchen, and the chances are that there were so
many to do the work that they were in each
other's way. But, anyhow, there was a rousing
good dinner of fried chicken, with all that belonged to it, when one o'clock came. Cheyenne
Charlie had forgotten all about how he he was
going to awaken the sleepers at the barn, and
it was not until the meal had been finished that
it came back to his mind. Probably he would ,
not have thought of it just then if Easy Edward
had not asked about the two Chinamen. Then
Charlie told him how they had behaved after
they arrived at the ranch. The ranchman grinned.
"So Hop still sticks to his tanglefoot, does he?
Well, I know what it is ter git good an' drunk.
I used ter do lots of that afore we was married.
But I promised Ella the day we was hooked up
that I wouldn't touch ther stuff again, an' I've
stuck ter my word. I've got along lots better
since I've give it up. I used ter be a wild galoot,
didn't I?"
"You sartinly did," said the scout. "You had
an idea that you could lick ther whole creation,
an' you was goin' ter shoot holes through Wild
'cause he didn't do a hop, skip an' jump when
you told him to. It ·was at Brown's Gazoo over
in ,veston, Easy."
"Yes, I remember it well enough," and the
ranchman smiled and shrugged his shoulders. "I
did think I was a regular terror, and though
there wasn't nothin' awful bad about me, it
pleased me .a whole lot if I could have things my
own way an' make folks jump an' dance at ther
motion of my gun. I thought I was a boss wrastler, too, but when Wild tackled me that day an'
chucked me so hard that I thought every bone
in my body was broke, I sorter decided that I

I
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wasn't; But it's all right. If it hadn't been for
, vild I'd never be thel' happy man I am now,
'cause he set me on ther right track, an' it was
him what introduced me to Ella. Come here,
old pal," and he l'an to his wife, who happened
to be passing through the room just then.
E lla was not more than forty years of age,
and still very comely. She came forward, smiling as though she knew what her husband wanted her for.
"Do you remember how Young vVild ',,Vest
popped ther question for me to yer, gal?" Easy
asked.
"Yes, I remember it very well. How could I
ever forget it, Edward?" was the re1Jly.
"vVell, it's all right, ain't it?" and then, much
to the amm,ement of the spectators, he caught
her about the waist and imprinted a rousing ki3s
on her lips.
''Well, I'm satisfied that it was the best thing
that e'l,'.er happened to you when you got married, Easy," Wild declared, after the mistress
had pa~sed into the kitchen again. "You're doing well here, too, I suppose?"
"Pretty well, Wild. But I have my troubles,
for all that. There's a gang of cattle thieves
hangin' around theRe parts, an' they're makin'
no end of trouble for us ranchmen out here. I've
lost nigh on ter two hundred cattle in ther last
year, an' we can't seem ter git hold of ther
thieves. They're putty slick, Wild. I'm mighty
glad you come out ther, 'cause I know you'll git
intel'ested right away an' go for 'em. If you do
go for 'em you'll git 'em, too, for that's your
way of doin' business."
"You can bet your life I'll go after them, Easy.
T he fact is that I know who they are, ror we
met them last night and again this morning."
"You know who they are, eh? ',,Veil, that's more
than anybody does around here."
"Well, the leader calls himself Dick Packer."
"What! Why, I know that galoot, but I never
thought he was a cattle thief or anythlng like
that."
"Well, he is."
Wild tl-ren related all he knew about the five
villains, and Easy Edward was astounded. It
seemed that none of the men mentioned by our
hero were even suspected of being crooks, and
that they very often frequented the tavern at
Hangville, the settlement fifteen miles from Prospect Ranch. In the excitement that followed t]:ie
meeting between the relatives, Morley and his
wife had not mentioned that they had been robbed, and it was not until Wild went on and told
the story that Easy Edward knew about it. He
was more surprised than ever.
"To think that them five galoots would hold up
a couple of old folks like my sister an' her hm;bancl !" he exclaimed. "',,Vhy, it's bad enough ter
steal cattle. That's a crime that we hang galoots
f or here. But jest think of it! That they should
stop Ike an' his wife an' take ther tin box that
had all ther money they had in ther world!
Wild, I want yer to do me a favor. Jest catch
t her bunch for me, wiU yel'? There's enough
ran chmen an' cowboys around here that are in
f avor of stringing ther cattle thieves up ter put
ther thing through in a hurry. There wouldn't

be no Jaw an' order about it. No jedge or no
jul'y. Jest git them fellers, will yer?"
"Well, Easy, I am going t o do my best to, and
Charlie and Jim are going t o help me out all
they can, of course. I have no doubt that we
will get them. But there must be no lynching
about it. If we do catch them they have got to
be turned over to the authorities at the settlement."
"Well, if you say so, I s'pose it will be that
way, 'cause I never seen you git knocked out at
anything yer wanted."
. As there came a lull in the conversation, Charlie tapped Easy Edward on the shoulder _and
said:
"Now, then, you was talkin' about ther two
heathens a little while ago. S'pose you go clown
to ther barn with us an' see some fun. That
darky of yours is drunk, too, an' all three of
'em is asleep in ther barn, I want ter show yer
how I kin wake 'em up mighty sudden like."
"All right, Charlie," and Easy Edward grinned
broadly. "I know you putty well, an' I know that
you always like ter give Hop a taste of his own
medicine. Come on. Let's see ther fun."
They arose from the table, and leaving the
girls helping the mistress of the house, Wild and
his partners went outside, following by the ranchman and Isaac Morley.

CHAPTER VIL-Saving A Herd of Cattle.
Charlie led the way to the barn, a b).'oad grtn
on his tanned and weather-beaten face. He
quickly located the sleeping trio, who were snoring away just as though they meant to keep it
up all day.
"Don't say a word," he whispered, "but jest
watch me. I'm goin' ter wake them galoots so
quick that they won't know where they are."
The scout was not long in getting a lariat, and
then he crept forward and proceded to loop it
securely about the ankles of each of the three.
This done, he took the other end and stepped out
of the barn.
"Now, then," said he, "all git hold, an' when I
give ther word we'll yank them fellers from ther
hay an' start ther one on ther floor slidin' so
fa st that he'll think he's ridin' on an avalanche."
They all took hold, and then Charlie gave the
word. A rush was made away from the barn,
and then a series of yells sounded from the inside.
"Keep right on goin' !" the scout called out,
and then Wing, who was the first on the line,
came sliding out upon the ground. He was quickly followed by Eben, the darky, Hop fetching up
at the end of the rope.
"Hip hi! Hip hi!" the two Chinamen shouted,
while the darky yelled, "Murder!" at the top of
his voice.
Easy Edward laughed until the tears rolled
down his cheeks, and the rest could not help joinin!f. in with him.
'It's an awful comical sight, ain't it, Easy?"
Morley asked, as he turned to his brother-in-law.
"Jest ter think of it ! Two drunken Chinamen an'
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a drunken nigger. Wh~re did they git ther t}_e thi;,_ time of year, but in ther fall, when I
whisky?"
git ready for ther round-up, I'l-1 have ter have
"Most likely Eben had it hid in ther barn. He's some more, of coui·se."
mighty fond of tanglefoot, an' every time he gits
"1Vell, I just aw a horseman disappear in th~
paid he generally stocks up with a jug of it."
\\-oods over there."
done,
Charlie was satisfied with \vhat he had
"Is _that so?" and the ranchman evinced great
so his three victims were quickly liberated. Easy surpnse.
Edward lectured the darky, and then permitted
"Ye·, there is no mistake about it. I have an
him to slink away, but he had only words of
kindness for Hop and Wing, and he shook them idea _that it was either Dick Packer or one- of his
by their hands, giving them such hearty &"rips gang. I felt pretty sure they would follow us up
that they winced under the pressure. Neither ihis Vi;ay, anyhow. B~t the chances are that they
of them felt exactly right, for they were heartily are h1di1:g m the wooas over there. Suppose we
ashamed of themselves, especially Wing, who was take a nde around there and see?"
"Just as you say, Wild."
not given to getting tipsy. Of course, Wild gave
Of course, Charlie and Jim were quite willing._
them a good talking to, while Charlie made seve1·al threats that they both knew would never to the arrangement, for they were eager to get
be carried out. But the result was that the two at the five villains again. They crossed the
Celestials were conducted to the house and duly stream just below t~e pond and were soon riding
_ intrnduced to those who had not met them before. toward the wooded ndge. A short distance away
"This heathen is called Young Wild West's from the water the short grass was turning yelclever Chinee, Ella," Easy declared, as he pointed lows, for there had been little rain during the
to Hop, who stood rather sheepishly before her. summer, and it was as dry as paper. Still the
"He's ther smartest heathen what ever come cattle found enough to eat. As the four riders
over ther wide ocean. He's a magician, an' ther neared the woods the unmistake odor of smoke
way he kin play draw poker is a caution to suddenly came to their nostrils. Wild turned
in the saddle quickly and gave a cry of surprise.
snakes."
"Well, I hope he doesn't induce you to play Off to the right at the other side of the big
with him, then, Edwa1'd," was the reply. "That herd of cattle the dry grass of the prairie was on
is a failin' you have, you quit drinking when you fire. As he looked at it he saw two men riding
married me, but you will play draw poker every along with torches in their hands. They reached
down every few yards and applied the flame to
time you git the chance."
"~'eil, I only do it to pass ther time away, the dry grass, while their horses kept at a gallop.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "The fiends are
Ella, so what's the use of sayin' anythin' about
it. I would never let it make 01: break me. I firing the grass. They mean to destroy the cattle and us, too. The wind is blowing 1,ight toain't a real gambler, an' never was."
His wife said no more, for it was evident that ward us, boys. I reckon we have aot to move
she knew him pretty well and did not fear that lively if we want to save that herd ~f cattle."
As the boy said this he brought his horse to
he would gamble his ·money away. Along about
the middle of the afternoon Easy Edward sug- a ha)t and. quickly leaped from the saddle. His
gested that they take a ride out and look at some hu~tmg-kmfe was_ brought into play and heof his ca,ttle, so Wild and his partners promptly qmckly cut a whip of a slender sapling that
accepted the invitation and got their horses W<1;s close at hand. His companions knew what
t~1s meant, so they were not long in doing likeready. The four mounted and struck out across wise.
the ranch.
"Now, then," said Wild, who was just as cool
"I've got a little over a thousand head now,
an' they're all in putty good condition, too," the as thoug\1 there was nothing in the way of danger
ranchman declared, proudly. "I've got quite a threat~mng them, "we must drive that herd forfew calves comin' in, too, an' I expect ter git ward mto the water. It is the only way we can
hold of a big pile of money this fall. We'll :ride s<1;ve them, for if they get badly frightened they
on down to ther big pond an' see ,how things will get into a mix-up and the whole bunch of
them will die. The cattle first, boys, and the
looks."
·
The big pond he referred to was about five fire fiends next. Now, then, come • on I"
Brandishing their whips, the four rode formiles distant, and when o.ur friends finally came
in sight of it they saw a larger herd than they ward and soon they had some of the frightened
had first met scattered about, grazing and wad- cattle ~oving the way they wanted them to.
mg in the shallow waters of the pond, which Meanwhile, the fire fiends we1·e still at their work.
was a sort of tributary to the creek. As they TVi;o of them had crossed t]:ie creek and were
rode along, looking over the cattle, Wild happen- firmg the grass on the other side. The flames
ed to glance off to the left, where there was a would surely sweep down upon the woods and dewoody ridge that ran in irregular fashion for a stroy the timber as ,veil as the cattle. But this
mile or two. His sharp eyes caught sight of a was of ~mall. import just then. Easy Edward
hoTseman just as he was disappearing into the pr:ded lmnself on his fine herd of cattle and
edge of the woods, and his suspicions were at Wild made up his mind to save the beasts. Those
close to the pond_ seemed to be the worst frightonce aroused.
''Easy," said he, "where are your men? Are ened, a_n d they began running in every direction
th~s impeding the progress of the ones ou;
they anywhere on the ranch?"
"Yes, but not out here," was the reply. "I've friends were driving toward the water.
only got six cowboys workin' for me jest now,
"Steady, boys," Wild called out, as he led the
•cause we don't have much trouble with thel' cat- way and succeeded in swinging a big bunch in
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the direction he wanted them to go. Keep at it.
We have no time to lose."
The smoke was rolling over their heads now,
while the flames leaped high in the air and the
crackling, roaring sound was ominous to their
ears. On they rode, until all but about a hundred were pretty safe. Wild led the way around,
the fire closing in en Mm rapidly. But he did
not fear any danger himself, for he depended
upon his swift horse to caiTy him safely to the
water so he could cross and get on the other side,
which was about the only available spot just then,
since the fue was burning in a half semi-circle.
A shout from the boy brought others toward
him at a mad gallop. Wild and his friends
charged on the frightened steers with whips and
drove them into the stream. The roaring prairie
fire was r,earing down on them rapidly. Satisfied that he had won the day, the young deadshot waited until his partners and the ranchman crossed the stream and then he followed
them. He could feel the hot breath of the advancing flames as he did so, but with an exultant
cry he rode forward and waved his whip.
"It's all right, boys," he shouted. "The flame$
will stop here. I reckon the fire fiends have made
a failu1·e of it. Now, then, take it easy for a
while, and then we will strike out and look for
Dick Packer. There will be no exhibition shooting this time, boys. If they put up a fight they
have got to take their medicine. Just remember that!"
Wow! wow!" yelled
"Whoopee! whoopee!
Cheyenne Charlie, who was delighted to hear the
boy talk that way.
The smoke rolled over them, but by careful
management they managed to keep the steers in
the water, and in a few minutes the worst of it
had passed. But the timber was burning now,
.and this meant that there would be a scene of
devastation before long. However, there was a
deep gully where the stream branched off on
the othe1· side of the timb'er, and unless the wind
became stronger the fire would end there. Fortunately, this was tte case, for the wind died out
almost entirely before the flames had crossed the
patch of Vl[Oods. But it was over an hour before
:Young Wild West and his friends were able to
leave the vicinity of the water. By this time
the cowboys belonging to the ranch, as well as the
girls ·who had been left at the house had reached
the scene, for they had, of course, seen the smoke
and flames, and knew that the prairie was on
fire. As close as he had been to the fire, Young
Wild West had not been burned a particle, and
1eady for the work he had on hand, he called out
for his companions to follow him and join in the
pursuit of the fire fiends. It was not long before
they were crossing the blackened ground, and
when they finally left it behind them, after crossing the other branch of the creek, they came upon
the trail of the villains who had caused the
danger and excitement.
"Come on, boys!" our hero shouted. "\Ve want
to try and catch them before darkness comes.
If we don't by that time it will be a hard thing
to find them, for if they keep on riding during
the night they will get a good distance ahead of
us. Come on."
The i.irls had gone back to the house, of course,
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but the half a Jozen cowboys belonging to Prospect Ranch kept along with Wild and the othel'S.
After a while they found that the tr.ail was
leading almost straight for the settlement, and
when the cowboys told Wild of this he gave a
nod of satisfaction.
"Maybe they think we don't know who they
are," he said, "and they will be bold enough to
go to the settlement and act the part of hon,est
men, such as they have been doing, according to
what Easy says."
"That's jest about what they'll do, Wild, 'cause
no one around there would ever think that Dick
Packer was a cattle , thief," the ranchman declared.
"Well, they'll change their minds before we get
through with the villains, and don't you forget
it."
When they got about half way to the settlement, \Vile! was, convin·ced that the fire fiends, as
he called them, really had gone to Hangville.
But he could not imagine why they would have
nerve enough to do such a thing, especially when
they must certainly know that they were leaving
a trail behind them. When ten miles had been
covered at a furious pace, Wild thought it advisable to halt and give the horses a rest. The
sonel stallion was still in condition to go on,
but it waef not so with the rest.
"I reckon there is no particular hurry, anyway," he declared, "for I feel satisfied that the
villains have been fo?ls enough to think that they
won't be trailed here. Probably they liad an
idea that the flames would cover their tracks so
we would be unable to pick them up. But I reckon
they have made a big mistake. We are not to be
fooled as easy as all that, are we, boys?"
He nodded to his partners as he said this, an:i
Cheyenne Charlie quickly retorted:
"You kin bet your life we ain't. Ther galoot
as kin hide his trail when you're after him ain't
been born yet, Wild."
Jim gave a nod to show that he thoroughly
agreed with what the scout said. The cowboys,
who had never met our hero and his partners,
but had heard much about him, broke into a
cheer. They had been astounded to hear that
Dick Packer wall a cattle thief, though they were
-quite eager to capture him, and they depended
on Young· Wild West to make it possible for
them to accomplish it. The ride was resumed,
and when they were within about two miles of
t~e little settlement our hero suddenly caught
sight of no less a personage that Hop Wah, riding down the trail at ·a furious pace, while in
hot pursuit were the very villains they were in
search of.
CHAPTER VIII.-The Fire Fiends Meet Young
Wild West's Cl~r Chinee.
The five villains, afte1· robbing Isaac Morley,
laughingly turned their horses in the direction
of Hangville. Though they knew very well that
their victims would give a description of them,
they did not wish to think it dangerous at all
to go back to the settlement. One of them spoke
about it as they were riding away, but Dick
Packer shook his head and said.i
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"Well, that will be all right. It ain't iikely
they'll go over there an' tell anybody about it
jest yet. We've got a putty good reputation in
Hangville, so even if it was said that we was
there once we could deny it easy enough. Don't
worry about it, boys, but come on. We're goin'
ter have a high old time over there till this
afternoon, an' then we'll come back in fine trim
ter git away with some of Easy Edward's cattle."
The men cheered him for saying this, and
then they continued on their way, and without
passing in sight of Prospect Ranch they at
length rode into the little settlement which bad
such an ugly name. They rode up to the tavern
in their u ual style, and dismounting, 1·ushed inside to satisfy their thirst.
"Put out ther bug-juice an' a little water on
ther side, Abe," Dick called out to the man in
charge of the place, who had been aroused from
a doze as they arrived, but was now all smiles
and ready to 1vait upon them.
Being pretty good customers- at the place, they
were given due attention, and soon they were
drinking round after round and talking in a
boisterous fashion. It was not very long before
some of them became in a singing mood, and then
they began to put things in an uproar. But
there were not many rtlen who were not at work
at the settlement, so they did not draw a crowd
to hear them or watch their antics. When noon
came, Dick paid for a good dinner from the
money that had been taken from Isaac M01·ley.
He made a few rema1·ks about it as he did so,
but not so that any one outside of themselves
got an inkling of what had happened. After
resting a while after dinner, some of them were
mclined to go to sleep, but their leader warned
them that it was time for them to get back, if
they meant to do any business that aftemoon.
""·e•n be back again to-morrow, Abe," the
leader called out to the bartender, as he went out
to mount his horse. "We've got a little speculatin' ter do this afternoon, an' if it turns out
all right we'll have enough spendin' money ter
last us a week."
"Good!" came the reply, and then the villains
rode away, heading straight for Prospect Ranch.
It happened that they reached the big herd of
cattle just about the same time that Easy Ed_ward was riding to it for the purpose of showing
the steers to his guests. They being behind a
strip of woods at the time, the villains could
easily see our friends, while they could not be
observed themselves. When Dick Packer saw
that Young Wild West and his partners were
with the ranchman, he scowled fiercely, and then
began doing some hard thinking. Presently he
was struck with what he thought was a brilliant
idea.
"Boys," said he, pressing his teeth hard together, and looking savagely toward the boy he
hated so much, "we won't have a chance ter steal
no cattle to-clay, that's sartin. But I know where
we kin g-it plenty, anyhow. Do you see how dry
ther grass is?"
"It sartinly is dry, Dick," Skinner answered.
"It would burn like anything, I'll bet."
"Oh, you know what I mean, then? Well, as
I told you before, I was called a fire fiend once,
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so what's the1· matter with all of us becomir/
fire fiends this afternoon?"
"You mean ter set ther grass on fire an' de,.
stroy that big bunch of cattle, don't yer, Dick?"
Baldy Jack asked.
"Well, not so much that, but it might burn up
Young Wild West and his pards, an' Easy Edward along with 'em. What do we care for
Easy Edward, anyhow? What do we care if ther
whole bunch of cattle dies. There's plenty more
for us ter git, ain't there?"
"There sartinly is. But it would be a danger•
ous thing 'for us all ter be caught like this."
"You said you was goin' ter stick ter me, so
now is your chance to show whether yon'rn goin'
ter do it or not. If we kin get out on ther range
an' git where ther wind is blowin' we kin start
that grass goin' in no time. All's we've got ter
do is to git a few pitch pines- an' make torches.
What do you say, are we goin' ter be fire fiends
or not?"
The liquor the men. h'ad imbibed during the
day had, no doubt, affected them just enough to
n:ake them ca~·e little or nothing for what th,ey
did. They quickly agreed to do anything Dick
wanted them to, so he soon made his plans known
to them. It did not take them long to find a
small growth of resinous pine trees, and they
:,vere not long in. cutting four pieces and poundmg out. the end _mto a brush-like form, so they
would light readily and burn for a while. This
done, Dick carefully laid out th.e direction for
~ac~ of the three to go who were to help him
1gmte the grass. The other, who was Gilby, was
to remain at a given point and keep a watch
so he could see what might happen. Gilby was
not long in taking his station, and it was he,
no doubt, that had been seen by Young Wild West
as he was disappearing through the timber. The
four villains with the torches managed to get
around where they wanted to, and then the work
of setting the grass on fire began, while our
hero and his partners were interested in watching th,e cattle with the ranchman. What followed the reader already knows. Young Wild
West had surely saved the herd of cattle, but
the dense smoke that rolled over the scene caused
the watching Gilby to imagine that the fire had
burned them, along with the whole bunch of
steers.
. "I tell yer, boys, it was awful!" he exclaimed,
h,1s face very white, when he was rejoined by his
villainous companions. "That fire was rolling
over twenty feet high, an' the water in ther
creek an' pond couldn't have stopped 'em. It
was comin' from all ways at one time, it seemed.
I'm glad it's over. I'll bet they've all been
smothered or drowned in ther water."
"Don't you be too sure of that, Gilby," Skinner
declared, shaking his head. "From what I could
see, there was one place where there wasn't no
smoke at all. Most likely they h.ad sense enough
ter head for it. Did yer ever see sich work in
your life as Young Wild West was doin' ter
save them cattle?"
"Well, I guess he didn't save very many of
'em, from what I could see," Dick observed
shrugging his shoulders. "But come on. We hal
better make tracks from here. I reckon we'll
go right back to Hangville again."
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"S'pose they git on our trail, Dick?" Baldy
Jake asked, anxiously.
"Don't you be afraid of that. Haven't we rode
across some of ther blackened ground? It ain't
likely any one could follow us over that, is it?",
That settled the question, for the men said
no more, but turned their horses and rode away,
taking a rather roundabout course for the settlement. When they finally rode up before the
tavern for a second time that day they heard the
sounds of merriment coming from within.
"What's up in ther sleepy old p1::..ce, I wonder,
boys?" said Dick, as he quickly aismounted and
hurned to the door.
There were only three person.;; inside the barroom, besides the man who was in charge. One
of these was no other than Hop Wah, Young
Wild West's clever Chinee. As soon as Young
\Vild West and the rest started out for the range
with Easy Edward, Hop hurried and saddled his
horse. But M did not have any intention of following them, however. What he wanted to do
was to get to the settlement he had heard the
ranchman talking about. The whisky he had
imbibed that morning had made him feel as
though he wanted a little more to straighten himself out, and he meant to go over and see what
sort of a place Hangville was, and at the same
time satisfy his desire. He had not been there
more than twenty minutes when the five villains rode up to the tavern. But during the short
time he was there H-0p had been making fun for
the two loungers and the bartender.
"Hip hi! hoolay!" he called out when he saw
Dick and his folowers come hurrying into the
place. "Evelybody havee lillee dlink. Me allee
samee Young vVild West's clever Chinee."
This was quite enough to cause an ugly frown
to appear on the face of Dick Packer. He had
seen the two Chinamen in Young Wild West's
party, so he did not doubt for an instant that the
fellow told the truth' when he said he was Young
Wild West's clever Chinee.
"Shet up your jaw, heathen!" he called out,
roughly, at the same time picking up a stool and
throwing it at Hop.
Though this was a rather unexpected movement, Hop was quick enough to dodge it and the
stool brought up against the wall with a crash.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, becoming a bit
frightened, for he could see by the attitude of the
men that they wei-e his foes. "Me allee samee
goodee Chinee."
"I'll make a dead Chinee out of yer putty
soon, an' don't yer forgit it!" retorted Dick, as
he made a move toward him.
Realizing that he must get out of the place or
else run the risk of being badly mauled, the clever
Chinee stepped nimbly aside and slipped his l1and
into a pocket that was on the inside of his blouselike garment. He was smoking a cigar at the
time, so it was quite easy for him to draw ·forth
a big firecrackel' and apply the lighted end of the
cigar to the piece. He was moving all the time
as he did this, and so quick were his hands that
no one in t)1e room observed what he was doing.
'l;'he moment the fuse was lighted he tossed the
cracker at the feet. of Dick and then let out a
ye!L
Bang! Thera was a loud repo1·t, and the room

was filled with snioke. Out of the door went
Hop in a hurry, though he did not attempt to get
his horse and ride away. While the smoke was
still pouring from the door and windows of the
room, he ran around to the rear and found a way
to get inside the building.
Of course, the exploded firecracker had startled every one in the barroom. The smoke choked them, too, and when they finally got outside the
Chinaman was nowhere to be seen. Hop came
on through a little hall and, opening a door,
found the barroom right before him. He quickly
slipped over close to the bar and then sprinkled
a stream of powder back to the hall door. Having
done this, he placed a small, square package
right at the end of it and close to the bar. Sawdust was sprinkled over the floor, so it was easy
for him to partly hide this.
He had barely finished his preparations when
the bartender ventured inside again.
"Come on in, boys," Hop heard him say. "That
was Young Wild West's clever Chinee, what I've
heard a whole lot about. He's only played a little
trick on us, I reckon. If I was you, Dick, I
wouldn't bother with him. He's a funny feller,
an' no mistake."
"I'll shoot the top of his head off, -that's what
I'll do, 11 retorted Dick, savagely. "Jest wait till
I find him."
"Well, ther chances are he's hidin' somewhere
in ther barn," the bartender declared. "B'ut
never mind. Come an' have a drink. I reckon
ther house kin afford it now. You have been
~pendin' money putty good here to-day."
The invitation was accepted, and peeping
through the hall Hop saw them all line themselves close to the bar. Then he quietly touched
the end of his lighted cigar to the powder that
ran unde1· the bar. There was a hiss and a
sputtering fl.ash as the train shot swiftly toward
the package. Then there came a report that was
even louder than that made by the cracker. It
happened squarely under some of the men, and
the result was that they were hurled backward
and sent rolling over the floor. Hop was now
quite satisfied, and though he had not_been long
at the tavern, he felt that it was high time he
took his departure.
However, he had purchased a bottle of tanglefoot, when he first arrived, so he was not going
to go dry, as the saying goes. He hurried aroun<l
to the front of the building and J.rnt his horse,
though he could see the men, who had been frightened a second time, coming out of the door and
windows.
"Good-by, evlybody!" Hop shouted, as he rode
swiftly away from the sp-0t. •~Me havee velly
goodee timee, so be."
But two minutes later he was sorry he had
shouted to the villains as he rode away, for when
he looked over his shoulder he saw the five villains riding after him at top speed. The fact
was that Dick Packer was so exasperated at what
had happened that he had sworn to catch the
Chinaman and beat him black and blue. Hop
had a pretty good cayuse, and though he was a
little bjt uneasy, he decided that he could hold
his own, so he spoke io the animal and rode away,
like an arrow. On came the five fire fiends, yelling at him to stop. Two or three shots were fired,
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but he was out of range of their revolvers, so he
simply waved his hat in defiance. When he foun<i
that they were not gaining upon him, Hop became a little reckless, and pulling the big, old
six-shooter he always carried from under his coat,
he pointed it toward them and pulled the trigger.
Bang! Then he laughed as he saw them dodge,
for there were no bullets in the chambers of the
weapon. But the shot caused them to drop back a
little, though they continued the pursuit. Hop
kept on following the trail that would take him
to P1·ospect Ranch, and after him came the five
fil'e fiends. As the Chinaman i-eached the brow
of a hill he happened to look off to the left and
who should he see .riding that way but Young
Wild West and his partners, with the ranchman
close behind them.
·
"Hip hi! hoolay!" he exclaimed. "Now, len,
we havee velly nicee lillee fight, so be. Me allee
light."
CHAPTER IX.-Four of the Villains Are
Captured.
"Boys, we are in luck!" Young Wild West exclaimed, as he pointed to the five villains who
were pursuing the clever Chinee. "Spread out,
so we can get on both sides of them, for I have
an idea that they will try to get away."
"Whoopee! whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie,
swinging his hat. "Git after ther measly coyotes,
boys ! I reckon ,we're jest in time ter help out
ther heathen. Wow! Let yourself loose, everybody!"
The cowboys took up the cry, and then as Easy
Edward turned off to the right they followed him,
leaving Young Wild West and his partners to go
to the left. They had scarcely done this when the
fire fiends came to an abrupt halt. At first they
had not recognized Young Wild West and his
partners, but the moment they saw that they
we;re alive and very active, at that, they decided
that it was no place for them there. Dick Packer
chose a course that would take them close to
Easy Edward and his cowboys, he no doubt feeling that it would be safer that way than if Young
Wild West and his partners got a chance at
them.
But in that direction there lay nothing but a
rolling plain of short, dry grass, and if they were
to escape the villains must sl10w that they possessed better horses· than their pursuer. The instant Wild saw what they meaI)t to do he gave
the serrel stallion full rein and darted them like
a shot. The cowboys were yelling themselves
now, for they were thoroughly satisfied that Dick
Packer and his companions were nt subjects to
be lynched, and if they caught them they meant
to show them no mercy.
"Hip hi! hoolay!" Hop Wah screamed, as
Young Wild West galloped past him, followed
closely by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. "Me
allee samee helpee cakhee u'fl'!Fbad Melican mans,
so be. Hoolay! Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Shet up, heathen, an' come on," the scout
said, as he beckoned to the Chinaman. It ain't
no time ter tell how smart yer are. Them galoots
ahead set fire to ther prairie an' come mighty
near burnin' us all up a little whil~ ago. Wild
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wants tel' git 'em, an' he wants 'em alive, so come
on. Maybe yoµ'll be of a little help."
Hop was just able to hear the scout's words,
and when he learned that the five men had been
guilty of firing the prairie he knew right away
why Young Wild West seemed so anxious to get
them. Both our hero and his partners had their
Winchesters with them, but Wild had given it ou t
that they were not be used unless it was absolutely necessary.
Any of the three could have picked off the
fugitives if they had so desired, for they were
within easy rifle range. It proved that the fire
fiends all possessed speedy mustangs, or if they
were not speedy they had considerable endurance
and could hold their pursuers, and that he was
Young Wild West, they became more uneasy
than ever.
"That boy is gainin' fast, Dick," Skinner observed, shaking his head. "I s'pose yer know
what it means if he gits close enough."
"That's all right," was the reply. "He's close
enough ter pick us off with his rifle now. If he
wanted ter kill us he would have done it long before this. You jest keep on ridin'. I'll fix him
afore very long. When he gits a little furthe r
away from ther rest I want yer ter do jest as I
tell yer to, an' don't make no mistake about it,
either. This is what I call a critical time, an' it's
brains what's got ter win for us."
"Well, it's /ou what's got ther brains," Baldy
Jack hastene to say, though he acted as though
he hardly meant it.
Wild was now leading his two partners by a
full hundred yards, while the ranchman and the
cowboys were as much as that behind them. The
distance between our hero and the fugitives could
not have been more than an eighth of a mile,
and it was rapidly lessening, for Spitfire seemed
to enjoy the chase, and was galloping with the
speed of the wind. On went the pursued and
pursuers, Young ·Wild West gradually leaving
his partners and gaining all the time on the villains. When he was within easy pistol range of
them the young deadshot flourished his revolver
and called out:
·
"You · had better surrendei,, you sneaking
fiends! It w!ll be better for ypti if you do."
"Not yet I" shouted Dick Packer, defiantly, and
then he turned to his men and exclaimed: "Now
then, swing off in a circle to ther left. I'm goin'
ter t r y an' bring Young Wild West down."
He jerked hard upon the bridle rein as he
spoke, and the mustang he was riding answered
it promptly. 'l'hen they all turned in a quick
circle. Dick raised his revolver to take a shot
at the fearless boy, but before he could pull the
:thgger, Wild fired and the buJJet went so close to
"the villain's hand that he failed to take aim, and
when he pulled the trigge1· the shot did not go
anywhere near the mark. The fact was that
Wild had meant to touch his arm with the bullet,
but had just missed it.
However, he was ready to hy a~ain, and the
:i;eport of Dick's gun had hardly died out when
he again shot. This time he did much better, for
his buliet hit the weapon the scoundrel had in his
hand, sending it flying from his grasp.
·
"~ou are what I call a poor shot. Dirk PackP.rl"
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the boy shouted, tauntingly.
you have got another gun."

"Try it again, if

But Dick had now had quite enough of it, and
without saying a word to his men, he swung his
horse around and darted away straight ahead
again, leaving them to . do as they pleased a s to
what direction they should take. They were
demoralized now, and before they knew it Young
Wild West had galloped right up among them, a
revolver in either hand.
"Surrender!" he cried, as he waved the muzzles of his revolvers before their faces.
"Don't shoot!" called out Gilby, wildly, and
then he threw up his hands, at the same time calling to his horse to stop.
This was the cue for the rest to do the same,
so Wild was compelled to rein in Spitfire and take
care of them until the rest came up. By doing
this, Dick Packer had a chance to get further
away, and as he looked back and saw what was
going on, it occurred to him that he still had a
good chance to escape. He oow turned toward a
big patch of timber that lay to the left, and urging his horse to do its best he rode on, his head
lowered to escape the bullets he feared would
co1™! that way. Wild saw that he was in a fair
way to reach the _timber ahead of him, but he did
not want to let the ot~r four have a chance to
put up a fight with Charlie and Jim, who were
so close by.
"Come on, boys I" he shouted. "Just take care
of these fellows. I am going after their leader."
Up dashed Charlie and Jim, and the moment
the young deadshot saw that he was no longer
needed, he started fo~·ward again at a wild gallop,
heading straight for-the fleeing leader of the Fire
Fiends. Charlie and Jim were anxious to go with
him, and they impatiently waited for Easy Edward and the cowboys to reach the scene. By the
time they got there our hero was easily a quarter
of a mile away, while the villain he was pUI·suing·
was that much ahead of him. Jim had quickly
relieved the four men of their weapons, while
Charlie kept them covered, and now they turned
them over to the ranchman and his men.
"Jest tie their hands," the scout said, "an' be
sure that they don't git a chance ter ride away."
"All right, Charlie," Easy answered. · "I reckon
we'll take good care of 'em."
Hop came galloping up just then, and with a
smile that was "child-like and bland," he halted
before the captured scoundrels, and, with a low
bow, said:
"Belly nicee day, so be. Me tblink me see you
Melican mans before. How you likee um big
fireclacker?"
"Boys," said Easy Edward, turning to his
men, "you kin go on an' help Young Wild West
an' bis. pards git Dick Packer. Me an' ther Chinee will take care of these galoots."
The cowboys uttered a cheer at this, for they
were itching to follow the trail, so they rode
away, leaving their boss and Hop in charge of the
four prisoners.
"This here is somewhat surprisin' ter us,
gents," said Easy Edward, as he dismounted and
walked up to the captured villains. , "I never
would have thought you was ther ones as was
stealin' my cattle. But this world is full of surprises, it seems, so I ain't goin' ter wonder about
r .

it no more. What I seen 'yer do to-day with my
own eyes has convinced me that nothing short of
lynchin' should be your fate. Hop, you jest keep
a watch on 'em while I tie 'em together in a
bunch."
"Allee light, Misler Easy," Hop answe1·ed, as he
let his horse walk up a little closer. "If ley tly
to gittee 'way, me shootee velly muchee quickee.
But maybe you bettee let me tie um lope alound
)em."
"Well, I don't know but that would be best,
since I reckon I kin shoot a little quicker an
sti-aighter than you kin."
·
The ranchman held a revolver in his hand, so
he quickly told the villains to stand in line until
the Chinaman had secured them. They had been
forced to dismount by Charlie and Jim, so there
really was no chance for them to get away, since
they had no weapons to defend themselves with
if they made such an attempt. Hop stepped
along behind them with a . long lariat. He was
clever at making knots, and it did not take him
long to fasten the rope about their arms in such
a way as to render them helpless, as far as using
their hands was concerned. He tied them all
together, as was very often the custom of Young
Wild West when he caught a bunch of villains.
"Ley allee light now, Misler Easy," he said,
when he had finished the task. "Whattee we do
next?"
"Well, I s'pose ther best thing we kin do is ter
take 'em over to Hangville an' put 'em in ther
lockup. There ain't no use of us thinkin' about
followin' Wild an' ther rest. It ain't so very far
from here to ther settlement, so I reckon that will
be about the-r best thing ter do."
~•we gottee plenty timee, so we makee urh bad
galoots allee samee walkee, so be," suggested
Hop.
"Well, I don't see how we're goin' ter do anything else, unless they're tied different. All right
we'll do that. You go ahead an' lead 'em an 1
I'll lead ther horses. Most likely Wild will show
up at Hangville when he gits Dick Packer. He'll
git him, I 'm sure, 'cause I never seen him start
after any one yet what he didn't get, even if he
had ter fetch him in shot full of holes."
It was nearly four miles to the settlement, but
that did not seem to make any difference to the
captives. Probably they thought the longer they
were in getting there the longer they would live.
They we'.re all pale and submissive now, and when
Hop tied the ends of the lariat to the horn of
his saddle and mounted, they were quite ready
to proceed along in single file. They were tied
about three feet apart, so they had ample room to
walk in, and )Vhen ·Hop saw how well they were
doing after he had gone about a hundred yards,
he decided to make them trot a little. '
"Hully uppee, so be," he called out, sharply,
and then he started his cayuse at a quick trot.
As the rope tightened the four villains were compelled to run or fall and be dragged along
through the dirt.
"That's ther way ter do it, Hop," called out
the ranchman, as he got the four horses going
nicely. "Give 'em a little exercise. Ther galoot.
oughter suffer a little. Jest keep 'em goin' till
they git so tired that they can't stand up."
Hop made no reply. He was thoroughly en,,
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joying it now, and he kept on until the men began
to beg him to stop. He did so when' he found they
were about to drop, and gave them five minutes
to recover themselves.
"Heathen," said Gilby, looking at the Chinaman, pleadingly, "don't make us run again, will
yer? It's bad enough ter be led to ther slaughter
at a walk. I ain't goin' ter ask no mercy, 'cause
I know it won't be give ter me. But let us walk
ther rest of ther way, won't yer?"
"Allee light," Hop answered, for he was not the
one to put them to 'torture, even though they
deserved almost anything for the crimes they had
committed.
"I reckon it will be better ter let 'em walk,
Hop," said Easy Edward, as he came up with the
four bronchos. "It won't take us more than an
hour ter git to Hangville, anyhow. I'd like ter
see how \Vild's makin' out jest about now."
"Misler Wild makee outtee allee light," declared Hop confidently.
They went on slowly now, and reaching the
trail the walking became a little better, and the
four prisoners appeared to be somewhat relieved.
They kept on until at last the queer procession
£truck the single street that ran through the settlement. Women and children ran to the doors
and windows, and some came out to find out what
it meant. Of course, they could see that the
Chinaman was leading four prisoners, but when
they recognized them as frequenters of the tavern they could not understand what they had been
guilty of.
One of them asked Easy Edward about it,
and he soon related how Dick Packer and the
four prisoners they had were the cattle thieves
that had been making so much trouble for the
ranchmen in the surrounding country. He told
them how they had set fire to the prairie grass
that afternoon in an attempt to destroy a big
herd of cattle and kill those who we1·e trying to
save them. The afternoon was pretty well advanced now, so if the ranchman's prediction
came true, it would not be very long before
Young Wild West would show up with the leader
of the gang. Straight to the tavern the prisoners marched, and then half a dozen men who
happened to be there at the time came out and
looked astonished.
"Boys," said Easy Edward, looking at the
men, "I s'pose there oughter be a couple of men
ter guard ther lockup. It wouldn't do ter give
these aloots ther least chance ter git away, yer
know.'7
"Me watchee, Misler Easy," Hop spoke up.
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee. Me no
lettee um bad Melican man's gittee away."
"All right, Hop, I reckon the1·e ain't no one as
km do it any better than you kin," was the reply. "You jest stay right there by ther door
while I go into ther store. I won't be there very
long, an' then I'll come out an' keep yer company."
.
As Easy Edward turned to go to the store, a
ranchman who lived about ten miles from Prospect Ranch rode into the town. Easy Edward
knew very well that he had suffered at the
hands of the cattle thieves, so he quickly stopped
him and told him of the capture that had been
made.

.
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"Well, I declare!" the ranchman exclaimed. "So
the scoundrels have been ketched, have they?
Well, I never would hev thought that Dick
Packer was a man of that kind, though I will
say that I ·never knowed of his doing much
work."
He insisted on going to the lockup and havini·
a look at the prisoners, so Easy Edward accompanied him there. Hop had been guarding them
well, and when he found out what was wanted
he opened the door and gave the ranchman a
chance to look in.
"There they are, sure enough," was the comment. "Well, Gilby used ter wo1·k for me once,
an' I will say that he never was no good. I
ain't got no sympathy for him, nor any of ther
rest. Shet ther door."
Hop did so, with a bland smile, and made sure
that he locked it securely.

CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Dick Packer succeeded in reaching the timber
a hundred yards in advance of Young Wild
West. He thought if he once got there he might
be able to get the boy off his track, and felt glad
that he had not been shot at. He still possessed
a revolver, but he did not consil!er it wise to attempt to use it just then. As he rode through
the underbrush, dodging along between the trees,
he found there was a rather deep gully right
ahead of him, and taking the chances of a fall
he urged his horse down into it.
Luck seemed to be with him, for he reached
the bottom without mishap, and then uttering a
shout of defiance ~e rode for his life. But it was
easy for Wild to J'ollow the trail through the
bushes, and he unhesitatingly let his horse go
down the steep descent. He was as successful
as was the villain, so really the leader of the
Fire Fiends had gained nothing by what he had
done. On the two rode, up the ravine, the sorrel gaining steadily. Being pretty well acquainted with the country, Dick Packer knew just
where he was going, and it was his intention to
leave the ravine at. the first opportunity and
strike out.along a trail that led through the timber to some high rocky ground that lay a mile
or two further on. But before he could reach
the place that would afford him a good opportunity to get to the higher ground, our hero was
within a hundred feet of him.
Wild now had his lariat in his hand and he
was simply waiting until he got a little closer
so he could rope the scoundrel. Dick Packer
must have thought that the crisis was at hand,
for he drew his revolver and suddenly brought
his horse to a halt. But before he could fire,
Wild's left hand was leveling a gun at him.
"Drop that!" the boy yelled out as he reined in
the sorrel stallion. "There is no use in trying,
Dick Packer. You are a goner!"
The Fire Fiend's hand dropped slowly to his
side.
"Let me go, Young Wild West!" he said, faintly. "I'm sorry for what I've done. You have
got ther other four, so let me go. It won't do
you no good if I'm lynched."
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"Oh, I don't intend that you are going to be an' his gang. I don't know as it would hurt ther
lynched," the boy retorted, as he permitted his place any if they was trung up."
"Well, I know it would hurt the place. It would
horse to walk up closer to the man.
Wild could hear the hoof-beats behind him, hurt you, too, and every other honest man living
and he knew Charlie and Jim were rapidly ap- here. I would suggest that after the five prisproaching. But he wanted the honor of taking oners are taken over to the sheriff you change
the man a prisoner without assistance, so he the name of the settlement, anyhow. I don't
rode a little closer to him and then took the re- know a worse name for a place than Hangville."
volver from his hand.
"S'pose we call ther settlement Young Wild
Just then Charlie and Jim came riding up and West Ville, or somethin' like that?" suggested
when they saw Wild and his prisoner a yell came the proprietor of the store, as he scratcl!ed his
head, thoughtfully.
from the lips of both.
"No, that wouldn't do at all," the boy an"Wow!" cried the scout, joyously. "So you
swered, with a laugh.
have got him, eh, Wild?"
"Me know velly goodee n~ee, so be," said
"Oh, yes, Charlie! You might have known
that l'd get him. He is such a poor shot that he Hop, who had become a great favorite with the
could not have downed me if he had tried a citizens of the place during his sho1·t stay there.
"What is it, heathen?" the storekeeper asked,
do'fen times. But I wouldn't let him keep pegging
eagerly.
away at me, of course."
"Namee um town after me, so be. You callee
"It's all up, gents," Packer called out, looking
.
at our hero's two partners. "I'll admit that I it Hoptown."
The suggestion met with approval, much to the
was responsible for settin' fire to ther prairie'
grass. But I felt that I was simply gittin' re- ?urprise <;>f our friends. The talk about changvenge on Young Wild West an' you fellers, mg the name probably saved the five Fire Fiends
'cause you was responsible for my brother bein' from being lynched, for many Qf those who had
lynched over in Deadwood. I reckon yer can',t been bent on han·ging them seemed to forget
managed to
blame me a whole lot when you come ter look at about it. The 1·esult was that Wild
convince them thoroughly that it would be very
it in ther right way."
bad for the settlement and those who lived in it
"That's all right, you measly coyote!" the to permit a lynching to take place, and it was
scout retorted, angrily. "There's two sides to finally agreed that the sheriff should be notified
all questions, I know, but I reckon you know as soon as possible and the prisoners turned over
putty well that if your brother was lynched he to his care. If ever there was a delighted Chinawas well deservin' of it. As far as Wild or me man it was certainly Hop.
an' Jim bein' responsible for it, that ain't so.
"Evelybody havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot,"
We don't believe in lynchin'. We're satisfied ter the Chinaman shouted, as he started for the
let ther law take its course every time.
tavern. "Hoolay for Hoptown !"
"Never mind bandying words with him, CharThe cry was taken up, and for the next five
lie," spoke up our hero. "Just tie him to his minutes everybody was shouting for Hoptown
horse and see to it that he won't have a chance and the clever Chinee it had been named for.
to use his hands. But before you do this just Our friends remained there until after dark, and
let him hand over the money he stole from Mor- then after he had received assurance from the
ley and his wife when he held up the prairie justice of the peace and several of the leading
schooner this morning."
citizens that the prisoners would be surely turned
"Now then, boys," said Wild, 'in his cool and over to the sheriff as spon as he sent for them
shortest
the
by
easy way, "just lead the way
they mounted their horses and set out for Pros:
pect Ranch.
route to. Hangville."
When they finally reached the rnnch and told
The party rode off, the prisoner remaining
silent, for he had been stricken with a deadly those in waiting of what had happened, there
fear now, and seemed to be waiting for his fate was a general jollification. Wing Wah and Eben,
the darky, had long since recovered from the
to become known.
The justice of the peace. had not got horn~ yet, effects of their spree, though they were still very
hut he came shortly after Dick Packer had been sheepish about it. But when Easy Edward sugplaced in the lockup, along with his companions. gested that they have a regular old-fashioned
Wild was quickly introduced to the justice, and dance in the big sitting-l.'oom of the house, and
before he let go of his hand, after giving it a they were invited to take part in it, they forgot
all about what had happened, and there certainly
hearty shake, he said:
"Now then, judge, I want you to see to• it that was some fun for the next hour. Isaac Morley
these five villains are given a fair trial. While and his wife seemed to forget their age, and
you may agree with those who are in favor of they danced a s much a s any of the rest. They
lynching- them, I think you will do yourself much _led the Virginia Reel, and Easy Edward frisked
credit if you will see to it that they are taken about with his wife, at the same time calling off
to the country jail and turned over to the sher- the figures. Morley was delighted when Wild
returned the stolen money to him, and he declared
.
iff."
he would now feel that he was not ·exactly
"Well, I can't help agreein' with yer, Young that
the hands of ~i s brother-in-law.
Wild West," was the reply. "But yer know theT a pauper on
name of this here settlementr.,_don't ye1·?"
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
"Yes, I believe they call it .ttangville."
"Yes, that's it. It got its name from ther WILD WEST'S DEATH DRAW; or, ARIETTA
DUPING THE DESPERADOES."
lynchin' of some jest sich fellers a s Dick Packer
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CURRENT NEWS
placed in the centre of the solar system, in lieu
of the sun? It would then occupy .85 of the space
lying within the orbit of Venus, and as seen from
the earth would subtend an angle of about 70 degrees of arc. Thus, when its lower limb was on
our horizon, its upper would be githin 20 degrees of the zenith. Needless to say, no life
could exist on earth with such a nefghbor.

CARVING ON LEBANON
On the face of a cliff in the Lebanon hills
Rameses .II, King of Egypt, well over 3,000 years
ago ordered his stone carvers. to inscribe a tablet
setting forth his conquest of the land. The figures of the ancient Egyptian ruler and his men
still are visible. A few feet away one may see,
carved in the same rock by a British stone cutter,
a record of the coming in September, 1918, of
Field Mar shal Sir Ermund H. H. Allenby, G. C.
B., commander of the allied forces in Asia Minor.
And the passage of the centuries from B. C.
1800 to A. D. 1918 is recorded by a dozen other
carvings, each describing the march of a vic•
torious army.

FISHED UP SACK OF LIQUOR
Hugh Brady, municipal grappler, who has
"fished" scores of bodies from the waters of the
Willamette River, Oreg., had a surprise recently
which made him groan. Several days ago Brady
was- notified that 'he likely would find a body in
the river .bed if he searched for it. Brady
searched, his grappling irons firmly clutched
something. Pulling and tugging at his lines, lifting the weighty "body" from sixty feet below,
Brady puffed and wondered.
Here it comes-in sight-but-the bulky thing
was a. gunnysack filled 1i,o the poopdeck withbottled txhilaration.
It doubtless had · been
"buried at sea" by a mariner who expected some
day to resurrect it. Then came a Government
agent who carried the booze away, leaving Grappler Brady to hold the sack.
·
.

A GIANT SUN
Canopus, the giant of the solar system is, according to a recent calculation, 49,000 times as
bright as the sun. Its .diameter is 134 times
that of _the sun; it is 18,000 times larger in surface and 2,420,000 times larger Tu volume. The
distance of it from us , according to this calculation, is 489 light yea1·s.
"Suppose," .says another authority, "that instead of being at this enormous distance it wer.e
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IX.- (Continued.)
She paused a moment and seemed to be faint.
But Tom placed an arm about her and lifted her
onto the pony's back.
"But-you?" she asked, in a whisper.
"I can take care of myself," said Tom, quickly.
"I want to see that fellow who got you into this
danger and then went away and left you."
"Oh, please do not 'say anything to him," she
pleaded. "He could not help it. He was--"
She did not finish the speech. Tom was looking
into her eyes. She could not return his gaze.
"I think I understand," said Tom with "a bow.
"You care for him."
She did not speak. Her face was white and she
trembled. Tom laughed in a strange way and
struck the pony with his hand. The next moment she was riding away down the ti·ail to
safety.
He looked after her with a reckless light in hi~
eyes.
"She will stick to him," he muttered. "Well, I
can understand a girl's nature. It is better so."
Tom had no fear of the Apaches, though he was
aware that others might at any moment show up.
He proceeded with due care, therefore, and after
an hour's tramp cautiously through the passes of
the hllls he reached the vicinity of the engineer's
camp.
When Tom entered the chief's office he found
startling news. It seemed that he was not the
only member of the corps who had run up against
the reel peril. Two of the surveyors had been sI:ot
at their work. Others had barely escaped with
theiT lives.
,
The mountain tribe had rebelled against the
surveying of the land in the moimtains and had
decided to go on the warpath.
"There will be no surveying until after the
troops come to our aid,", sai,d Chief Engk "Life
will not be safe in the hills. '
There were lively times for the next few days
at Camp Divide.
Tom arid others were busy with the help of
troops from the fort in putting down the insurrection among' the mountain Apaches. They were at
last driven from their stronghold there and peace
was resumed. But many lives were lost and a
number of the ringleaders of the savages were
hanged as a warning to the others.
All this was exciting in t]:ie extreme. Tom was
so busy that he had not been able to give much
thought to the girl whom he had cared for so
deeply only to find that she did not care for him.
But he caught a glimpse of Close once only. '

He was tempted to go over and speak to him. He
decided that he would not, however.
"She knows him now," he muttered. "If she
still clings to him after that desertion of her in
the hills then I shall lose all faith in the good
sense of her sex."
He was startled therefore when he saw her a
few days later riding through the pass with
Close. Tom could not believe his senses. But
he said nothing and mentally decided that never
in his life would he ever trust one of her sex
again.
It shook his faith. He felt a bitter aversion to
her now. He would not have believed it possible
a week before.
The next morning he went to the office and
found Chief Engle in a white rage. He never in
his life had seen the chief so angry. He was
walking up and down and shaking with anger.
Tom waited, not venturing to ask h1m what
was wrong.
"I will get him," he heard ,the chief say. "He
shall be jailed for this. The thieving hound. To
think that he should betray my trust that way.
I made him a man and he has turned on me."
Tom was thrilled. He guessed the truth then.
He knew that Engle had done much for Jim
Close. It was true then that the rascal had
turned 01~ his employer and friend. The truth
came out a short while later, and was known to
every member of the corps.
Close had stolen the money from the strong box
in the chief's office. It was really Government
money intended to pay off the men of the corps.
But it was a mean theft, and sheriffs from all
about were on the trail of the scoundrel.
Tom felt sympathy for Gretchen now. He,
however, would not yield to a desire to go over to
Mrs. Parsons and offer his aid. He wondered
what she would think now of her lover.
But while Tom was pondering over the subject he learned a startling fact. It nearly gave
him a shock.
"It's a. durned shame," he heard one of the men
say. "I feel sorry for that little girl. He bewitched her. She never could have known what
he was. They say that he induced her to marry
him sec1·etly and now he has gone away and left
he1·."
Later Tom found that this was the truth. That
night Tom packed up his effects and notified Chief
Engle that he was going away. ""'Two days later,
in spite of all protests of the chief, Tom Arnold
was on his way north. He had no heart to remain.
Never in his life had Tom Arnold felt more
lonely tlian when he left the sui·veyors' camp at
High Divide. He knew that he could not remain
but still he sluank from seeking new scenes.
He could not feel that there was a person at
the camp whom he could call a friend. He could
not even bTing himself to sympathize with Gretchen Lane for her foolish infatuation for Jim
Close.
"She was to blame," he said to himself. "She
ought to have kno wn him. That is the way with
a girl, anyway. They will marry a fellow because he is entertaining and yet a scoundrel."
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
WHO LICKED STAMPS FIRST?
A claim is put forward for one James Chal·
mers of A1;brnath Scotland, who sumbitted specimens of adhesive' postage stamps to a committee
of the House of Commons in 1834. Rowland Hill
is also credited ·with the invention, having experimented with adhesives in 1837. As Rowland
Hill directed the British postal arrangements for
many years he was probably the first man to lick
a stamp.

FIFTY YEARS WEDDED, vVORKING IN A

MILL
"We were sweethearts then, and we are sweethearts now" declared Charles Sweeney, No. 17
Winthrop street, Augusta, ~e., in_ speaking of_ his
wife, Elizabet11, the occasion bemg the fiftieth
anniversary of their marriage. The couple are
among the veteran w01·kers of the Edwards Manufacturing Company.
They were married fifty years ago at Suncook,
N. H. Soon after the ,vedding they entered the
mill and have been employed there since. One
,child was born to them, but died when young.
Mrs. Sweeney arises at 3.30 in the morning and
her husband an hour later to be ready for work
at 5 o'clock.
DEADLY NEEDLE DUST
In factories where needles ai-e made the grindstones throw off great quantities of minute steel
particles with which th_e ah~ becomes heavily
charged, although the dust. is too fine to be perceptible to the eye. Breathmg the dust sho_ws_no
immediate effect, but gradually sets up 1rr1tation, usually ending in pulmonary consumptio~.
Ineffective attempts were made to screen the an·
by gauze or linen guards for nose and mouth.
At last the use of the magnet was suggested, and
now masks of magnetized steel wire are worn by
workmen and effectually remove the metal dust
before the air is breathed.
HARDSHIPS OF 1812
George i7v. White, of Parkfield, Cal., now nearly 90, and crippled, served in the National Guard
of California, September, 1862, to September,
1864, without pay. He then enlisted in Co. A, 8th
California and was discharged in 1866. Hi s
father and grandfather were in the War of 1812.
The latter was taken prisoner by the English. He
was put in prison at New Orleans and nearly
starved. When his number was drawn he was to
be taken out and shot at sunrise. That night he
tied his clothes in a bundle and slid down through
the toilet sewer into the bay. He then swam
ashore, put on his wet clothes or rags and without shoes waded thTough swamp and brush with
nothing but wild fruits and nuts to eat. He
dodged the English and Indians-the Indians
were hired by the English to bring in· the American scalps for a bushel of corn each-and finally
-reached the American lines.

STONE MOUNTAIN MEMORIAL
Stone Mountain in Georgia is the largest single
stone in the wo1·ld. It is a dome-shaped mass of
granite in DeKalb County. Gutzon Borglum has
been engaged to depict scenes of the Civil War on
its northern face, which is a vertical cliff about
300 feet in height, the figures to be each 80 feet
high. It will be the gift of the Daughters of the
Confederacy to the survivors of the lost cause,
and there will be about 1,000 figures in uniform,
representing all bmnches of the service in the
panorama. The rnck rises at it;i highest point
about 700 feet above the surrounding level, and it
covers about two square miles, with an estimated
visible bulk of about 7,500,000 cubic feet.
It is dark granite and a quarry has been made
at the northeastern foot. On the north side, under the precipice, which is a natural soundingboard, some enterprising men have planned an
amphitheater, where concerts are to be given frequently. Thel'e is now a trolley line which runs
from Atlanta, bringing people from there and
intermediate points to view the wonderful project
of nature.
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INTERESTING ·RADIO NEWS
HOW TO MAKE A SIMPLE
RADIO SET
The average amateur who likes to tinker with
radios can easily make a set that wilr 1·eceive
within a radius of thirty miles at a cost of $3,50.
When atmospheric conditions are just right the
set to be described will bring in stations at a
greater distance. For o:rldinary purposes a cheap
crystal set will give as good results as the expensive lamp receivers, the only difference being
that the crystal set is limited for distance, and
does not produce quite so loud a ,sound. Nevertheless the crystal set reproduces the programmes it catches very clearly, distinctly and
quite as well as the more expensive receiving sets.
For the simplest form of receiver you will require very few parts, and if you buy them readymade in any of the Woolworth ten-cent stores, all
you have to do is to assemble them. The writer
made one, and living in Brooklyn, he very easily
gets W. J. Z. in Neward with remarkable clearness. The cost of the set, including the areal,
was exactly as represented in the following list
of parts:
1 baseboard, size 12x55x½ inches. . . . . . $ .10
2 end boards, size 4¾x4¾ ins., half inch
.20
thick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
4 screws for end boards .........•••••..
.10
1 cardboard tube 3½x7 ins............
.40
4 spools No. 22 enameled wire. . . . . . • . • •
.20
2 slide rods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • .
4 screws for slider rods ..........•.....
.20
2 sliders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
.10
2 medium double binding posts. . . . • • . . . .
110
2 small single binding posts...........
.10
1 bottle shellac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.10
1 fixed phone condenser. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
2 small bolts and nuts about 1½ inches
.05
long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.10
1 crystal galena detector. . • . • . . . . . . . . • •
.10
1 crystal holder. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . .
.10
1 cat's-whisker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 composition base for cat's-whisker and
.10
crystal ....... -: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
For the aerial you will need:
.40
100 feet copper wire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •
.40
4 insulators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • •
.40
40 feet lead in insulated copper 'Nire. • • • •
.25
1 two-way switch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.50
In order to assemble the set you proceed as
follows:
Give the cardboard tube two goods coats of
shellac. When dry three spools of the No. 22
wire is wound on the tube. Commence one-quarter of an inch from one end of the tube by punching two holes through the cardboard, pass .the end
of the wire in one hole and out the other, then tie
or twist it, so it cannot move. Then begin winding the spool of wire around and around the
tube, keeping each turn close to its predecessor.
[t requires three spools to cover the tube up to
~ne-quarter of an inch of the other end. You

will therefore have to solder the end of the wire
of each spool to the beginning of the wire of the
next spool until the three spools of wire are used
up.
The finishing end of the wire is secured the
same way the winding was begun, namely,
through two more holes in the forward end of the
tube. You must leave about 12 inches of wire at
the end of the winding. You will need some extra small pieces to hook up the set on the baseboard, and for this purpose you will have the
fourth spool. If you cannot get enameled wire
cotton-covered wire will do as well.
When the coil is all wound give the wire two
heavy coats of shellac to completely insulate it
for the enamel insulation on the wire gets nicked
in spots, and the shellac covers these defects.
Next it becames necessary to mount the coil in
tl1e two small square end pieces. This is easily
done, as a circular groove is cut in each one 3½
inches in diameter. Each end of the cardboard
tube is coated with glue forced into the circular
. grooves in the wood and allowed to dry. Care
must be taken that the edges of the tube, at the
ends, do not turn back when you shove them into
the grooves in the wood. The tube with end
pieces attached is next mounted on the baseboard, which can be a piece of pine or white wood
12 inches long, 5 inches wide, and ½ inch thick,
Set that end of the tube at which you began winding the wire at one end of the baseboard, flush
with the edge and fasten it there with two thin
one-inch screws driven up from under the base.
Two more thin screws are put into the forward
end board the same way, so that four screws now
hold the coil to the baseboard. These screws
should be counter-sunk to prevent the heads from
scratching the table on which the radio stands
when in use.
You next .slip the sliders on the slider rods and
lay one of the rods from front to back on top of
the end boards exactly in the center. There are
screw holes in each end to fasten the rods down.
But before you put in the screws it is necessary
to scrape off a narrow strip of the insulation
from the wire wound on the tube. This bared
strip runs from front to back and is about 3-16
of an inch wide and directly under where the
slider travels. It can be carefully rubbed with
with fine sandpaper. This strip on the coil is to
permit the roller under the slider to make contact
with the copper wire of the coil. Make . a neat,
even job of it, and do not expose any more of the
coil wire than is absolutely necessary in the width
of the exposed strip.
Having applied the top slider bar, you next
put the other bar at the side of the coil the same
way one-quarter the distance from the top bar.
Next bare another narrow strip of the coil its
full length so the rooler on the side slider can
make contact with the bare wire.
You afterward mount the top small single binding posts on 'top of the baseboard near the edge,
one an inch from the rear end block, and the
other an inch from the forward end block. The
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stand just under the side slider rod and are cured to the aerial. This is made of any lightmpunted by boring screw holes through the wood weight insulated wire. Three feet from the end
the insulation is cut away and a three-foot length
for the binding post s.crews.
Next you- mount the condenser on the bare for- is bound and soldered. to the lead-in. Each end
ward end of the baseboard, on the side opposite of the fork is stripped of an inch of insulation
the two binding posts just alluded to. Lay the and bound and soldered to each aerial wire. The
condenser on the board one end in front of the two-way switch is screwed to the outside of the
coil, half an inch from the edge, mark the spots window casing near the bottom. The loo r;e end
where the screw-holes are, then drill two holes of the lead-in wire is then bared and fastened
through the board. Lay the condenser holes over to the lever screw, in the middle of the switch.
.the holes you have bored, set the two double bind- A wire is secured to the upper screw of the switch
ing posts on top of them, and put the screws in and carried into the house through a porcelain
upward from under the baseboard. The double insulator and fastened to the aerial binding post
binding posts now hold the condenser down flat. on the radio. A ground wire is fastened to the
The crystal dictator and cat's-whisker are now lower screw on the switch and led down to an
assembled on the composition base, which is iron drain pipe in the yard. One more insulated
wire is fastened to the ground binding post on the
bought drilled for screws.
Two holes are drilled in the baseboard under radio, and the other bared end of it is fastened
the screw holes in the composition base, a couple to the gas pipe.
of inches away from the condenser, on the same
The radio is now ready for action, and the
side, and near the edge. The crystal holder and method of using it is as follows: First move the
cat's-whisker holder are now placed on the com- arm of the switch into the upper position, which
position base and the small bolts fasten the whole throws the aerial into connection with the radio.
thing to the baseboard. Countersink the nuts When you finish using the set throw the arm of
the switch into the lowe1· position, which grounds
under the baseboard.
That's all there is to the receiver except the the aerial; the current will follow the ground
wire to the drain pipe and lose itself in the earth.
wiring, which is dor.e as follows:
A piece of copper wire is fastened to the rear
Having connected the aerial with the radio, you
screw that holds down the top slider rod. Run fasten one or two head phones to the double bindthis wire to the bottom of the re'a r binding post. ing posts. Next you move the two slider to a.
This binding post is for the aerial. Do not let point from two to three inches of the forward end
this wire touch the coil. A small tack on the end board.
block will hold it at a safe distance. Next fasten
By consulting a newspaper you can see at what
the 12-inch end of the coil wire to the under part h~ur the broadcasting is going on. With the top
of the other post, near the front end block. This slider set you move the cat's-whisker point over
post is for your ground wire. Fasten anothe1· the galena stone until you hear voices or music.
small. wire to the screw under the ground wire If it is not distinct keep moving the top slider
post, and bring the other end of the wiTe to the forward or backward until you find a spot where
screw under the nearest double binding post. The the tone is clearer. This done, you move the side
double posts are for the phones. Now get an- slider until you find a spot where the so'und is still
other piece of copper wire, fasten it to the screw more clear and distinct. These adjustments can
under the second double binding post, and carry be made so that the voices sound as loud in the
it over to the bolt holding the cat's-whisker and phones ·as if a lecturer were in, the same room
fasten it. One more short piece of wire is fas- with you. If you prefer a still louder sound
tened to the forward screw of the side slide bar. 1·ustonie s~ones _can be bought for fifty cents, and
You bring it down through a hoJe in the 'base- a gold cat s-whl,\;ker for 25 cents, and this combiboard and carry it ove1· to the bolt holding the nation, used instead of the galena stone and ordicrystal holder and fasten it there.
nary wire cat's-whisker, will give you the maxiThe receiver is now ready to work. But we mum of sound to be procured with a plain crystal
must tell you how to erect your aerial befo1·e you set. There are new methods of amplifying the
can get any raliograms from the ether.
sounds in these sets which we will now explain.
Sometimes there is considerable interference beFirst cut your aerial wire into two fifty-foot
lengths, and take the kinks out of it. Procure two tween different broadcasting stations, and in orpieces of wood, preferably cut from old broom der to get away from it, sharper tuning becomes
handles, about three feet long. Drill holes through absolutely necessary. To obtain sharper tuning
both two inches from the ends, to fasten a piece a 23-plate variable condenser can be placed beof clothes lines five feet in length. Drawn V- tween the forward end of the coil wire and the
shaped, these ropes are used to hold the aerial up ground wire. Short connecting wires will hitch
by means of hooks. Assuming you will use two this condenser into the circuit without disturbing
fifty-foot lengths of the wire fasten two insula- your radio. When adjusting for signals, move the
tors to each stick, at the holes, with wire or top slider toward the rear or aerial end of the
strong twine. The two lengths of copper wire are coil, then adjust the knob of the condenser. You
may have to vary the position of the slider and
then secured to the insulators.
As I had :no means of putting my aerial on the condenser knob a number of times until you get
peaked roof of my house I fastened one end of it the loudest sounds.
to the backyard fence with a hook and carried the
In a future issue of these weeklies we may exother end up to a window on the third floor and 'plain how you can build more complicated resecured it to a hook just above the outside win- ceivers and amplifiers for considernbly less money
than they cost when assembled and sold by radio
dow casing.
Before dQ.Ule: so. the lead-in wire must be se- manufacturers.
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ITEMS -oF INTEREST
DISCOVER OLD INDIAN CAVE
An Indian cave hidden away many years from
the white man's eyes was recently discovered on
the estate of Valentine Hememan at Boothbay
Harbor, Me. The cave extends 40 feet under the
hillside and can only be reached by a sudden drQ.P
of 15 feet over the ledges. The walls are covered with Indian characters, centuries old, it is
said. A tangle of grapevines concealed the entrance.
PEAT BOG FOUND IN BOSTON
The· discovery of a large area of peat in this
city, which could be used as fuel, was announced
by Col. Thomas A. Sullivan, Chairman of the
Municipal Fuel Committee.
Excavators digging for the new loop of the
East Boston tunnel came upon the bog in the
course of their work. Before the peat could be
used a s fuel it would have to undergo an extended drying process, Mr. Sullivan said. As no
one appears to want it in its present condition,
it is being dumped into the ocean.

mite Falls, originally chosen for this denomination.
The difficulty of making a good engraving of
Yosemite Falls, which would bring - out details
and do justice to the scene, made it necessary
to abandon the Falls as the subject for the 20ccnt stamp. After many selections Coulter's oil
painting of the Golden Gate which was placed at
the disposal of the depar tment by the San Franci sco Chamber of Commerce, ·which in turn obtained it from tlie Fireman's Fund Insurance
Company, was decided upon.
The color of the new stamp will be reddish
pink or, in the language of the Bureau of Engraving stock room, "two dollar documentary
red," in lieu of the blue color chosen for Yosemite. The engr:aving from the painting was
made by Louis S. Schoffeld of the Burea u of Engraving and Printing, who has engraved a number of the new stamps.
The Golden Gate stamp will be placed on sale
at the Department Philatelic Agency in about two
weeks. ·

LAUGHS
Elderly Spinster-You know, doctor , I'm always thinking that a man is following me. Do
you think I suffer from hallusination? DoctorAbsolutely certain you do, ma'am.
Fir~t Convict-They say it took Milton 15 days
to write one page of a book. Second Convict-That's. nothing! I've been on one sentence six
years, and I'm not through yet.
"When you proposed to me you said you were
not worthy of me." "Well, what of that?"
"Nothing; only I ·will say for you that whatever
'
else you were, you were no liar."
Callow Spo1·tsman-You remember when you
guided me 'five years ago, J'ake? What caliber
rifle was I u sing that year? Guide-I don't
know , sir; the doctors ain't n ever dug out the
bullet!

"vVell, Harry," said the f a ir maid, "did popper
EATS WAY OUT OF JAIL
a sk you if you could support me in the style
of
south
living
old,
Arthur States, thirty years
to which I am accustomed?" "No, dear· he
Ottawa, 0 ., in Monroe Township, Allen County, merely informed me tha t he couldn't, and gave
senbeen
had
}las eaten his way out of jail. He
me his blessing."
tenced to work out a fine of $1,000 f or liquor
law violation.
Man ager - Mr. Smith, of late you r work has
States had been confined 160 days. During been perfuncto1·y.- Smith (eagerly interrupting)
that time County Commissioners estimate that he· -Mr. Jones, I've been working here for three
ate $90 worth of food at the county's expense month s .now, and, though l have tried my best,
and had worked out only $60 of his $1,000 fine. that's the fir st bit of praise I have received since
Whereupon, to save money for the county, the I've been her e. Thank you!
prisoner wa s paroled on condition that he pay $"I'
a month until the remainder of the fine is paid.
A small boy who was sitting ne xt to a ver y
...
haughty lady in a Cl'owded car kept sniffling in
GOLDEN GATE TO BE ON NEW 20-CENT . a most annoying manner. At last the la dy could
STAMP
bear it no longer, and turned to the lad. "Boy,
Postmaster General New approved an engrav-• have you got a hal)dkerchief?" she demanded.
ing taken from Coulter's oil painting of the The small boy looked at her for a few seconds,
G>lden Gate at San Francisco as the subject for and then, in a dignified tone, came the answerz
the new 20-cent stamp in lieu of a cut of Yose- "Yes, I 'ave, but I don't lend it to stranger.a,"
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
BEAVER

BUILDS NEST IN BUSINESS
CENTER
A mountain beaver building a nest in a wood
pile beside a paved alley in the heart of the retail
district, Tacoma, Wash., was trapped the other
day. The incident is unusual because the nearest
colonies known of these rodents al'e fully three
miles from the spot. The animal had taken
lodgings in the rear of a fruit stand and had been
carrying discarde·d apples from the storeroom to
its den. Mountain beavers generally inhabit cutover land where the young second growth furnishes them ample green food.
WATER FOR ROCK BLASTING
There has been more or less employed a hydraulic contrivance for blowing up rocks and reinforced contrete foundations that is based on the
principle of the hydraulic press. By means of a
piP.e line pressure is transmitted to a cylinder 85
millimeters in diameter, in which are eight pistons that telescope, one within another. The cylinder is inserted in a hole drilled in the rock that
is to be broken, and the pistons are driven home,
one after another, by the water pressure. The
machine has proved useful in mines and quarries
where the use of explosives would be dangerous.
STONE-EATING ANIMALS
Stones are commonly found in the stomach of
the cl'ab-eating seal of the Antarctic Seas; and it
is believed that they, with a certain amount of
grit, are scooped up with the crustacea from the
bottom of the sea. The emperor penguin, on the
other hand, shows an instinctive craving for
stones for gizzard-grinding purposes; for these
stones must be assiduously sought, since these
birds never rest upon dry land, but only upon
ice. The fat.e of stones swallowed by birds is not
easy to determine.
Another unexpected name in this list of stoneswallowing is that the Sesser Rorqual. This is a
"baleen" whale, feeding upon minute crustacea
and fish. From the peculiar method of feeding
which is, so to speak forced upon t9is animal, it
is unlikely that any portion of its food is scooped
up from the sea-floor; hence the pebbles found in
its stomach must be de1iberately swallowed, and
it is supposed, for the purposes of digestion, or,
1·ather, of trituration. They are hardly likely to
be derived from the fish which al'e engulfed, for
these are mostly herring.
PERUVIAN POTTERY FOUND ON GRAVES
The American Museum of Natural History is
cataloging and arranging a fine series of pottery vessels collected from prehistoric graves on
the Peruvian coast. In this collection are beautiful fo1·ms of the potter's art. The patterns of
these old Peruvian objects will serve silve1·smiths
and others admirably in the designing of urns,
vases, carafes, pitchers, card cases and other
articles.
Aside from the beauty of their lines and their

decora tive designs, the works of Peruvian potten1
are of great historical value. They _most generally represented, in the forms of then· vess~ls, objects familiar to them in their daily life, mcluding their houses-, dress and personal ornaments.
They even made jars in the form of the human
head with faces that were lifelike, undoubtedly
intended ' as portraits. Many animals, vegetables
and fruits were made to serve as medals for these
pottery vessels.
.
.
:
The old Spanish h1stonans were not mterested
in the works of the Indians, and have given us
little information of them, consequently we are
indebted to the pottery forms found in their
burial places for quite a large part of our know.ledge of their daily life, what they wore and their
general mode of living.
.
This interesting collection of early Peruvian
workmanship, representing as it does the utilitarian in art, will prove of only small value to the
student of e3c,rly Indian artistic development.

.

BEETLES SWAP HEADS AND LIVE
Mr. E. G. Boulenger, who recently returned to
London from a visit to the Biological Experimental Institute of Vienna, has told the Zoological Society about some amazing experiments
which are being performed by Australian scientists.
Perhaps the most extraordinary, he said, are
those in which heads of living insects are cut off
and successfully transplanted onto the bodies of
bther insects. Mr. Boulenger stated that he had
seen several aquaria in which were living hydrophilus beetles with the heads of dytiscus
beetles and vice versa. He had also been shown
aquaria with these beetles moving about on the
surface of the water without heads at all. Such
beetles, he was inforlll€d, moved about for thTee
or four days, while those provided with new
heads lived for over two months.
The beetles without heads differed from those
with the transplanted heads in that when touched
they moved by treading water-an obvious reflex action-instead of swimming actively about
and diving under water as did those with the new
heads. These results have been obtained by Mr.
Walter Finkler, a young student.
The heads on being cut off were cemented onto
'the bodies with the exuding fluid. No suture is
1·equired. It appears that the insects so operated
on are controlled by their new heads, and not by
their bodies. A dytiscus beetle with the head of
a hydrophilus beetle loses the characteristic yellow markings on the forepart of the body. Female beetles provided with male heads develop
male instincts and court normal females. Males
with new female beards cease courting and become passive.
Extraordinary experiments of which an account was given were those in which the living
eye of an animal was grafted onto another
blinded animal of the same SJ?ecies. Within a few
days the blinded animal entirely recovered their
lost eyesight. The animals successfully operatod
on were rats, fish and toa ·-

,
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
HOTTEST SPOT ON EARTH
The hottest spot on earth is Furnace Creek
ranch in Death 'alley, Eastern California, 337
feet below the sea level at its lowest point. Only
one white man, Oscar Denton of San Diego, has
ever survived more than two summers in this
place. In the summer months the thermometer
sometimes registers 160 degrees Fahrenheit. The
surrounding hills are called the Furnace Mountains. Here is mined the world's greatest supply
of commercial borax.
CARELESSNESS OF MISSOURI BANDITS
The robbers in Kansas City are getting rather
careless. Hezekiah Dinwiddie tells of being held
up and relieved of his watch and purse. The
thief then compelled Hezekiah to exchange overcoats with him. On putting his hand in the
pocket of the overcoat given him by the footpad
Hezekiah says he found his own watch and purse
and some one else's watch and purse. He says
he pawned one of the watches, bought himself a
new overcoat and came home $162 to the good.
BUFF ALO STEAK FOR THE MARKET
Before long our northwest lands unsuited to
agriculture may maintain buffalo for food purposes. A western packer now has a herd of a
thousand of these animals on 25,000 acres of wildgrass country between the Yakima and Columbia
Rivers; they were brought by train from South
Dakota, the price paid being $300 to $400 each.
Every ye·ar a certain number will be slaughtened
for the meat market, and the experiment will be
watched with interest.
SNAKE IN STOVE BITES WOMAN
While in the yard at her home near Sugar
Hollow, at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Western Albermarle, Va., one afternoon
Mrs. Frank James came across a copperhead
snake near the wall. She gave chase to the reptile, which made its escape. The next morning
when Mrs. James opened the door of her cook
.stove the snake, which was hidden there, bit her
twice. A physician was summoned and she is reported to be very ill from the effects of the poison.

THIRTEEN

WHALES BATTLE AGAINST
ONE
An unusually large school of whales was
sighted off Cape Hatteras by passengers on the
steamship Fort Saint George of the FurnessBermuda Line. Purser John Oliver estimated
that there was at least fourteen whales in the
school.
The biggest in the lot, according to Purser
Oliver, appeared to be engaged in a terrific battle with all the rest of the whales. The 265 passengers on the ship watched the fight for about
fifteen minutes, but before they passed out of
view the water was seen to grow dark red as if
with blood and the giant whale was apparently
badly wounded.
SCHOOL'S ANTI-FACE POWDER RULE
Rules by school boards prohibiting girl students
from using powder and paint are "just and reasonable," and should be enforced, the Arkansas
Supreme Court held recently in its ruling on the
"Knobel lipstick case."
Four of the five justices concurred in the deision, while Justice J. C. Hart dissented.
Wide prominence was given to the case, which
originated when officials of the Knobel High
School expelled Miss Pearl Pugsley because she
insisted on using face powder.
The Clay Circuit Court refused a mandamus to
compel the school ·officials to admit her to school,
powder or no powder, but said the anti-powder
rule was not just nor reasonable and could not be
enforced. Miss Pugsley then applied to the Supreme Court.
The School Board at Knobel has discontinued
the high school course and set aside the questioned rules, saying they were no longer necessary.

BULL TRAMPLES MOTHER AND BABIES
A bull ran wild the other day in the streets of
Philadelphia, and dashing into a house attacked
a woman and her two daughters. After leading
a chase ,f"or almost two miles the beast dropped
dead with sixteen pistol bullets in its head and
body.
.
Mrs. Nellie Jeffries was trampled under the
hoofs of the animal and received a blunt horn in
her shoulder, but was not seriously injured. After
THE INCREASING BEAVER
overturning furniture and smashing crockery the
A bulletin 1·ecently issued by the Roosevelt Wild bull headed into the back yard, where Mrs. Je:trLife Forest Experiment Station of the New York· ries's six children were at play.
State College of Forestry, at Syracuse UniverToo terrified to move, two little girls were
sity, gives the results of several weeks' intensive struck and trodden upon. They received only
stud'y and observation of beavers and their build- minor bruises, however. The four children rolled
ing arrangements in part of the Adirondack re- from the hoofs of the beast and scrambled to
gion.
safety.
It is stated that the busy animals, so nearly
The animal escaped from the stockyards at
extinct ten or fifteen years ago; have increased Thirty-first and Market streets. A policeman
so rapidly that the farmers are beginning to
who tried to halt it was bowled over. After runcomplain of them as nuisances, because of their ning from Mrs. Jeffries's heme the bull turned
damage to standing· timber. While exact figures into a coal yard, where it caught a negro and
are not available, it is believed that in the terri- tossed him, unhurt, into a pile of coal. Another
tory mentioned there are not less than 8,000 policeman killed the animal after emptying the
'beavers
contents of three revolvers.
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Employers everywhere are looking for skilled draftsmen. They are offerinii good salaries to start with splendid chances for advancement.
Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a younii
man because drafting itself not only commands iiood pay,
but it is the first step toward success in Mechanical or
Structural Engineering or Architecture. And draftinii is
just the kind of work a lioy likes to do. There is an easy
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FINGER

PRINT
OUTFl·T
To those who enroll right now I will give this complete Finger I\rint Outfit absolutely free.

It ls

a regular expert's working outfit--'1:he same kind that I use myself-the same kind that you will use
when you are ready to accept a position as a Finger Print Expert, This ot'l'er is for a limited ti.me only,
so you must hurry 1t you want to take advantage of it. Send in the coupon today for full information.

Be a Finger Print Expert
Learn at Home-30 Minutes a Da:,,
Only thirty minutes a day for a short time. That is all that Is necessary. I am a Finger Print Expert
and I know just what is required. I give you ;lust the kind of training that prepares you to be a Finger
Print Expert-that assures you of a position just as soon as you have finished my course. The Finger
Print Expert is always in demand. You need not give up your present occupation while studying this
fascinating profession. Get into this big paying profession right now.

More Men Needed Right Now
The professional Finger Print Expert is always in
aemand. I have so many positions waiting to be
filled right now that I am guaranteeing to place
every man as soon as he finishes my course and I
am backing up this remarkable ot'l'er with a $1000
bank guarantee deposited with the Phillips Sitate
Bank of Chicago. Let me make you a Finger Print
Expert and sta1•t you in a big paying position.

Send Coupon Today
The big opportunity you have been waiting for
is here. Remember you have a position waiting for
you as soon as you have finished this course. Also
to every student that I accept now I will give absolutely free a complete Finger Print Outfit as illus•
trated above.
Besides a valuable course for ' Secret Service In•
tell!gence is also giveI). free to all my students. This
informs tlon itself is worth many times the cost of
the complete course. Send coupon today and learn
all about it.

U. S. School of Finger Prints
7003 N. Clark St., RoomlO-95, Chicago, Ill.

I Guarantee
You a
Position
as soon as you have finished this course.
Write today for full information.

r;;~C-;;;;-0;-;;;-;;l;T;,-;::~;:;;7003 N. St.,
Ill.
1

I
t

Clark
Chicago,
Without any obligations whatsoever please send
me full information about your "Guaranteed Position Offer-Free Finger Print Outfit." Also tell
me how I can become a Finger Print Expert.

II Name:: ......... , •••.•••••. Age, .•••••••••• , .. .
I[ Address

..•.•••.• , .•••• , •..••.•...•..•••.••...••

I

City . .••....•• , , ••••.•..••.•.. State . ............ .
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1035 Young Wild West Trailing a "Terror"; or, The

1054
1055

Bnnd!t Chief's Last Chance.
NAPOLEON'S ORACOLU;\l AND DUEA:lt
No. I.
Saving IDs Scalp; or, Arletta and the Death
Containing ihe great oracle of humnn desBOOK . Trail.
tiny; also tbe true melining of almost any kind ot
Teaching a 'l'enderfoot; or, 'rhe Dude's Duel
dreams, togetbPr with cnarms, ceremonies, and curious
With the Desperado.
games of rnrds.
•. Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arletta•s Long
N~. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS. - The great book ot
Runge Shot.
magic and card tricks, containing full instrnclion on all
" GrlJJing _ the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot• ,fhe Jeadiug card tricks of the day, also the most popular
Tip" at Sbnoker.
magical J!Jnsious as performed l.Jy our lending magi" Cowboy Challenge; or, Arlettn.'s Goon Guess.
cians; every hoy should obtain a copy of this book.
Enemies; or, '.l.'he Sign of the Silver
Mysl·er!ous
"
The 'arts and wiles ot
No. 3. HOW TO FLiltT. Seven.
flirtation arc fully explained by tbis little book. Be" Saving tile Stagecoach; or, How Arietta Trapped
fa.i, glove,
handkerchief,
of
methods
various
the
sides
the Road Agents.
parasol, window anrl bat flirtation, it contal us a full list
" and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
flowers.
of
sentiment
and
language
U1c
of
in Arizona.
No, 4. HOW TO DANCE Is tbe title of this llttle
" DPfending tbP. Camp; or, Arletta and the
book. It contuins full Instructions in the art of dancing,
Masked Raiders.
etiqnette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress,
,. and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
and full directions for calling off .in all popular square
Fight. .
dances.
" as a Scout; or, Saving th e Emigrant 'l'raln.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE, - A complet" guide
" Running the Ranch: or, Arletta's Game Fight.
" and "C!Japparal Chick"; or, 'l'he 1:laudits of / to love, courtship and marriage, giving sensible ndvlce.
rules and etiq11ett e to be observed , with many curious
the Foothills.
and interesting things not ge-nera!Jy known.
" and the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's WaJ1ning
No. 6. HOW TO BEOOlUE AN ATIILE'l'E . - Giving
Shot.
fnll instructions for the use of clunib!Jells, Jn,lla-n dnhs
" nntl the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm~ea In
bars, horizontal bars and various other methods
parallel
by EnPmles.
of developing a goocl, healthy nrn~cle: containing over
" In the "Land of Deacl Things"; or, ArlNtn allld
i!lus(rntions.
sixly
the Vultures.
" Lightning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on .. No. 7. now TO ICEEP BIRDS. - Hanclsomcly illus. trated and containing full instructions for the manageHorsPhack .
ment and training of the can an •, mocking bird, bobollnk,
" In tbP Golden Valley: or, Arl etta's Indian fllgn.
!Jlackb!rd, paroqnet. parrot, etc.
:Mark Pcl llfnstang; or, '.l.' ropp!ng the Horse

J056

"

a1Hl "Puncher Pete"; or, Arietta and the Dyna-

1057

"

Almost Beaten; or, The Secret o! the Blasted
Pine.
Bntl'alo Hunt; or, Arlettn's Awful lUcle.
at Bollvar Butte; or, The Camo That Was Run
.,
bv "Bn.d" Men. 1
and the Trapped Troopers; or, '.Arletta and tbe
Aparhe Ambush.
anrl tbe Cowglrl Queen; or, '.l.'he Clean-up at
Ranch Forty,
n n rl the Indian Agent: or, Arletta's Daring
Expo~e.
and tbe Rich Ranchero; or, 'rhe Shot That
Mn/le a Friend.
and the· Death Stream; or, Arlettn's Awful
AltPrnative.
n1HI "Spotted Sam"; or Trafllng a Halfbreed.
Scrlmmage In Mexico; or, Arletta and tbe Va<Jll<>ro Dandy.
Ilnlking the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
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Useru1, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

"

1036

..

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS-

~h=
Lending tbe Cowboys; or, .Arletta s Fight With
the Rustlers.
Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick'• Defiance.
Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arietta and the Redskin Princess.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang ot
the Gulch.
an<l the Border Crooks; or, Arietta and the
Sm11ggler Queen.
eale by all newsdealer •, er will be ,ent to an:,
on receipt qf price, 7c per copy, ln money or

postll&'e atnmp1, by

HAltRY E. WOLFF,
166 W£&t 23rl Street,

Publisher, Inc.,
New York City

,l

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 85 Cent• Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes In the
method ot construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writ•
tni.. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you one, postage free. Address
1,. iENARENS, U9 Sevent:h Ave., New York, N. Y.

No. 8.

HOW 1'0 BECO)IE A YENTRILOQUIST. -

By Harry Kenn~cly . Every intelligent boy reading this
book of Instructions can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for llimsP!f and frlencls. It Is the great I
est book ever published.
No. 10. now '£1) BOX. - The art of self-defense
of
made easy. Containing over thirty Illustrations
guards, blows. and the different positions of a good
boxer. Every boy should obtain one of these useful and
lnstrnctlvP, hoolcs, as it will teach you how to box
without an instructor.
No. 11.

HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS. _

A

most complete little book, containing fun directions for
writing love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERSTO LADIES.-

Giving complete instructions tor writing letters to
ladies on all subjects; also letters of introduction, notes
and requests.
No. IS. HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE

- It is a great life· secret, and one that every younf.'
man desires to know all about. There's bnppiness In I .
No. 14. HOW TO l\JAKE CANDY. -A complete bandbook for mnkiug nll kinds of candy, Ice-creams, syrups,
essenc~s, etc., etc.
No. 17.

HOW TO DO lUECHANICAL TRICKS._

No. 18,

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL._, One of

Containing complet~ instructions for pe1·formlng over
sixty mechnnical tricks. Fully illustrated.

the brightest and most valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everyhody wishes to know how to be•
come beautiful, both male and female. The secret Js
simple, and almost costless.
No.

20.

HOW

'l'O

ENTERTAIN

AN

EVENING

PARTY. - A complete compendium of games, Aport·s
card cllversions. comic recitals, etc., snit"ahle for parlor
or drawln g -room entertainment. It contains more for
the money than any hook puhlhihed .
No. 21, HOW '.l'O HUNT A.",D FISH.-The most complete hunting and fishing. guide ever published. It con•
tains full instructions about guns, hunting clogs, traps
t rn pping' and fishing, together with description of game
aucl fish.
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlllS.-Thls little
book gives the explanat ion to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky and unluckv clays.

No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE1\IEN. - Containing foll directions for writing to gen-

'
tlemen on all subjects.
Foi, sale by nil ne,vsclea.lers or wlll be sent to any

address on receipt of price, 10 cents ))er copy, in money
or postage stomps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York
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No. 2. 11O\V TO l>O THICKS.-The great
book of n1agll' and card trtcluJ. contalnln,; full

tnatru ctlun (H\ all lh~ leaUi11g card trlt-ks o f
the <lay , ;t!1:1u the musl µuµldar maglral llluaa Pt> l"lonn e d IJy our 14.!adlng maJ.'iclnna;
e\ery ht•Y should obtain a copy of this book.

• Jona

:'in. a.
110\\' TO l'l.lltT.-The arts
wiles or Mlrtatlun are fully explained by

!1ttle

hnc.,k.

Uealllt>s

the

various

and

this

methods

or

ua11t1l,f>l'<•hl et', run. i-:'o, e, parasol, window and
hat f1!1 ·tatlon, It con tains a rull llat of the

lar;lo~a~~ a~,.~)\V

0

¥r; ~A~c~t'r:r~.he
0

title or
thl• llttle book.
tt contains run lnatructlons
In ,the art or dancing, et iquette tn the ballroom and at part les, how to dre!s, and full
~![:~!!~na ror calltng o rr ln all poµular square

No. II.
11O\V TO MAKE LOV•:.-A complete gulch• to lo\·e, courtship and mnrrlnge,
gtvtng aeuslhle advice. rules and etiquette to
be obaen t>d
No. 6. 11O\V TO HECOl\lE AN ATIIJ,.;TE.
--Giving 11111 instruction ror the use of dumbbells, Indian club • , parallel bars, horizontal
bare and , arlou • other method • of den! lnplng
a good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
1ll ustrattona
Xo. 7.
HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Ha nd•
a, ,mely 1Jlustrated and containing full lnatructJnns for the management and training of the
<.·anary, mocklntblrd. bobolink, blackbird. paroq11et parrot, etc.
~o. II. IIOW TO DECOl\lE A VENTRil.OQl'IST. -Uy Harry Kennedy,
Every lntelll~t-nt hny r pad lng this book ot Instructions can
rnaater : he nrt, and creat e any amount or fun
tur himself anti frlt•nds.
:-.o. 10. IIOW TO BOX.-The art or oe1rdeten11e made eaay.
Containing over thirty
lll ustrattona or guarda. blows, and the dlfft>rt.>-11t positions of a g-ood boxer.
Every boy
ehou ld ob1nln one nf these useful ancl tnstructtn, books. as It will t eac h you how to box
without an l11~1ruclor.
Xo. 11. IIOW TO WRITE l,OVE-1,ETT •: ns.
- A most <.·umpll•le lfllle book, containing full
dire ctions for writing love-letters, and when
to u • e lh e m. .i;h· lng apecim~n letter • for
young· and uld
:\'o. 12. IIOW TO WlllTE 1.•:TTERS TO
1.A I.HES.-Glvlng complete Instructions for
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; alao
letters of Introduction. notes and requests.
So. la. IIOW TO DO IT; OR, IJOOK OF
~TIQUETTl~.-It I• a great life secret, and
f'nf" thet every young man desires to know all
aLout
There'" happlneas In It.
So. 14. IIOW TO l\lAKE CA'.\"DY,-A com•
~~~t1Y, hl~;~t~,~:.~t~. :;:upr;a:,}sn~~ce~~I et~~~t~~c. or
:So. Ill. 11O\V TO BECOME o•;AUTII-TI ..
-One or the brightest and most valuable
little books ever given to the world.
Everybody wlsh~s to know how t o become beautl·
iul, both male and female.
The • e cre t 11
simpl e. anrl almo • t cn • t lf'SS.
No. 20 IIOW TO E~Tt;RTAl:>i AS •:n,:xl'S(; PAH.TY.-A complete compendium ot
.._ amea . spurts. c11.rrt dherslons. comic recitations. etc· .. sultAhle for parlor or drawlngw,n1 entt>rlalnn1ent.
No 21. IIOW TO lll•NT A'.\"ll FISII.-The
moat ,·nmplt'lt" hunting and nshlng gui<le ever
p11hllah ed.
It c-ontalns full Instructions ahnut
uns hunting dugs, traps. trapping anrl flshi.ig, together with description of game u.nd

• h.

No. 22
11O\V 1'0 IJO SECO.SIJ SWlll".H'eller's second sight explained hy hh1 former
aslatant. Frf><l Hunt, Jr. Explaining hnw the
t>cret rllalOA'llcs were carrlect on between the
,nagtc-la n and thP boy on the stage; also glv111g all the <•o<les and 1lgnals.
No. 2a. 110\\' TO !sXl'I.Al:>i IIIU;A MS.hls llttlt> l1nnk give, the explanation to all
tlnda of drParns. together with lucky and
1tl11,·k .v fin .v s .
No. 2~. 11O\V TO WRITE I.ETT•~ll!I TO
· ~XTl . t : M t :S .-Cotalnlng full rllrert Iona for
riling to ~entlemen nn all subje c ts.
No. 23 IIOW TO nt;('o~n~ A (,\'~l'.\' .\ST. ontalnlng- rull Instruct.Ions for all kinds or
ymnasth- ap11r1a anc1 athletic exercise •.
~mraclng thlrty-ttve lllustratlona.
No. 26. IIOW TO now. SAIi. ANI> 01·11.11
BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full Instructions
re given In this lfltle book, together with 111 •
tructtons on s,,.-tmmlng and rldin·g. companion
p orts to h,.:,1 1•1~.
No. 27 .. IIOW TO Rl•:(' ITE A:-.ll BOOK ot·
Rt;CITATIO:-.S. -Con!nln lng the moot popular
lecttons In use, compris ing Dut ch dialect,
French dialect. Yankee and Irish dialect
tece • . together with many atanciard readings.
!io 28.
HOW TO TEI.I. FORTUN t;i,i.Everyon~ ta deAlrous of knowing what hJ •
uture life wlll hrlng rorth, whether happiness
r misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell
by a glance at thla little hnok.
No. 29. HOW TO BECO~rn Alli l:\'VENTOR.
- Every boy sh<"Uld know how Invention • orlglnate.d .
Thia hook explalns them an, gtvlna
xamp1e • In electricity, hydraullc•. magnet•
111n . optics. oneumatlca. mechantca. etc.

Nu. ao. 11O\V TO COOK.-One o r the rno • t
rnatruc:tlve hooks on cooking ever put,llsht!d.
It t·11111n111s rf!clpea for cooking meats, tlsh.
1,:a111~. and cirsters; also pies, puddings, <•akt•s
a 11d a 11 h ! 11cts uf pastry. o.nd a l,;'nl nd ,•n11~,·t 11,11 ur' rtt•lpes.
:,...,, 31. 110\V TO D•:<:<HIJ,; A Sl'E.\Kt:lt.
-<'0111alnlri,: fnurteen Illustrations. ,-:-lvlng- lhe
dlnc1·t--n 1 p11~l11 o ns requisite to becomt11 a good
speaker rt>aU cr and elocutionist.
Also containing 1,·em s from all the popular author • or
prost! and voetry.
No. 32. lllll\' TO 11t:HAVK-Contal nlng
the rules and !:!I !queue of good society and
the easiest and 111ost approved methods of
appearing to good advantage at parties. ball•,
the thPatre, church, and In th e ,1rawing- room.
Nu. a.i. 11O\V TO l'l.AY UA .\ l liS.-A complete and useful little book, , 11n 1alnlng the
1 rul e s and regulatlona of bllltartls. hagatelle,
bat'kgammon, croquet, dominoes, 1;>tc·.
Xu. 311. IIOW TO SOLVli: ·l)ONl :">l>IU'MS.
-Containing all the leadlnS ~onunUn, ms ot
th e day, amusing riddle •. c4rtot1• catche• and
witty saylng·s.
I
,
So. aH. IIOW TO BKCOIIIE YOUR OWN
l>OC'l'Oll. -A wonderful book, containing useful and practical Information tn the treatment
or ordlnar)' dt11eaaes and allmenta com mon to
every family. Abounding In useful and errec•
tlv e ret:lpea for general compl al11ta.
:-.o. 3U. IIOW TO RAISt; no1;s. POl' l,Tlt \'. l'HIEONS A~D RADBITS. - A us.rut
and lnsfl•uc-tive book. Hamlsum~ly lllustartt>tl.
Xo. rn. IIOW TO MAKE ANU St:T TH .-\l'S .
-Including hints on how to catch molt•s.
w Past-ls, otter, rats. • qu lrrtols and birch. ,\ IRo
how to curp skins. <"'opitn1sly lllt1!ltrntf'd,
No. 41. TIit: 11O,·s OF :-.1sw YOHK t:'.\"11
1\1 t<;~•S JOI\.E 11001\..-Co ntalnlng a. gn•nt vari ety of the latest Jokes used by tht-- must
fumo1111 enc l men.
No amatPur ml11strels is
<·11rnplP1f' without this wonderrul little h,1nli.
:-.o. ~2 . Till': OO\'S OF NEW \'OHK
~Tl . :\IP SPfo~AKJl; R, - 1'ontnlnlng a \'arletl nssol'tn1t•11l o r stump spPt•t:hPs, Segro. Dutch and
l rlt-h . .-\ lsn Plld mt-n's Jnlu·R.
So. ~:I. 110\\' TO Ht:(·O~IE A M .-\(,)(' L\S.
-C"11 ntnlnf11~ the grandest assortment or mag-lrnl llluslona eve r placpd before the puhllc.
Alsn trlt-ka with cards, lncantatlona. etc.
No. H .
IIOW TO \\'IUTE IN AN Al.lll' M .-A grand collect Ion or A I burn YC'rs e s
suitable ror any time and occaelon; embracing Lln..-s nf
Lnve. Affpc•tlon, Sentiment, ltumnr, neRpf'ct, an<1 C'nnclolf'nre; nlsn \'r>nws
Sultabl('J fnr ,·ntPntlnPs nnd \Vt>d11lngs.
No. 4il. TIii•: BO\'S 01' s•;w \'OUK .\ IIS"'TIU; I, IH ' lllt; AXI> ,JOKE DOOK.-- S•11ne1hlng nrw :111(1 very Instructive.
Evf'ry hoy
,-hnulcl ohtnln thts hook. a • It <'on tnln11 full
111~1 ructlons ror nrganlzlnJ;t A.n amatt'l1r min; at n•l t roupf'.
1
So. 46. 11O\V TO llAK•; ASU nu, t:1 . t :c, TU.H ' IT\0.-A descrln11,,n of the wnndt~rrul
11~1'!1 nf f"IPrtrlrlty A.r.r1 1•lp1•tro mn~nNl~m; toa/.:l'I ht~r with rull tnstruc·tlnna for rnnkln.K P.lectr l1· Toys, 1lntte1les. Ptc.
ny GenrJ.;"e TrPtwl.
A. '.\1.. '.\f. n .
('ontalnlng over Hfty lll11strn-

No. GO.

IIOW TO IH:( ' O .\ 11. .\ I IIOTOOR.,
1'c1111ulnh1K
. -.1•l'ul
1t1llln11allt,n re
to work It; a l l
MablC
Lanter
Slitl,•s anci otht•r ·1, •• 11t1'-'u •encles. llandsomel
ltlnstrated.
l\o. 62. 110\\' TO 1.n:co~n; A wm;iT l'OIN'
MIi.iTAi<\' (;AUET.-Explalns how to gal
admittant·e, course or Study, b:.xn.mlnatlou
Duti(•s, ~tart of Officers, Post GuRrd, Poii,
Ht!KUlatlons. Fire Department, antl all a bo
should know to be a l'adet. Dy Lu Senaren
:'in. 63.
11O\V TO nt:C'O~n; A NAVA
CAOJo.:T.-Complete instru c tion• or how t
gain admission to the Annapnll • Naval Acad
emy.
Also co ntaining the co urse or tnstruc
I Ion, description or ground • anrl bulldln
hlatortcal sketch, and everything a boy shou
know to become an omcer In the Uulted Stat•
Navy. Dy Lu Senarens.
No. 64.
JJOW TO MAKE ELECTRICA
MAClll:S •:s. - contalnlng full direction • ro
making elec,rlcal machlnea, induction coll
dynamos. and many novel toy• to be work
by elenrlclty. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully II
lustratf'cl.
:Su. G.;.
MUL1)OON'8 JOKES,-The mo•
original Joke book ever publlahed, and It
brimful n r wit and humor.
It contain•
la rge collect ion or song •, Jokea, conundrum
t"tC' .. or Terrence Muldoon, the great wit. h
morlst, autt pra.,·tlcal Joker or the day.
Su. 66. IIOW 1·0 DO PUZZLES.-Contal
lnK o••Pr three hundred Interesting puzzle!I a
t'onun<l ,·um a, with key to same.
A curnolf't
hook.
Fully 111u1nrated.
:'in.
67 .
IIOW
TO
llO
ELECTHI('.
THH'KS.-C,rntalnlng a large collection 11f i
strut•th·e anti h1ghly amusing electrical trlc
t\1geth,~r with llluatratlona.
By A. An1le,sl.!
Xu l,K IIOW TO l>O CIU;MJ(;,\I, Tllll'I~
-Contntnl n..,; uver one hundre d highly n.nw
Ing and instrurtlvc tri c k• with chemicals.
U
A. A11rlt-1·siir1.
lfantlsomely llluatratf'cl.
.
Su. IW . IIOW TO 110 St.t:IOIIT-O1'-IIA!';
--C o11tal11in1-:" ovt"r tifty or the latest and be
tricks used\,,.. mag-ll'ian11. Ah.to containing th
ae l'ret of sec011d slt,;"ht.
Fully lllustratPd.
:\'u. ,I.
IIOW TO no Mt:CIIA:-.IC'A
TIUCKS.-Contu.lnlng complete lnatructl on s fo
performing over sixty
Mechan ica l Trick
l'llt:l(.

l,;'!11dlng th~ L'am~r.1 ,1 11 >1 now
tiow lO 111ake l ' h1111,,..1a1>111c

I

I

1

!

I t1o::;~·.

4K.
IIOW TO 111·11.u A~I) SAIi.
(' .\~Ofo:R. -A handy honk ror boys, contnlnit1~
rull dln•c-tlons ror constr11t·ting canoe's and the
most popular manner o r sailing them . Fully
lllustratecL
No. 40. IIOW TO nt:IIATK - Glvlng rll\PS
ror t·ondurting debates, nutllnr~ for c1c>hntPs.
ql1t'stlnna ft1r dl1cus1lon, and the best s011rc·,·~
tor procurln1:. Information on the questions
~l\'f>ll .

:-,;o.

r,o.

IIOW TO STlll't· JllltUS A:-.11
A:'\l)IAI.S.-A valuable hnnk, giving lnstrut'·
tlon~ In collc-rtlng. prPpnrlng, mounting and
prt>!wrvmg hlnhl , animal~ nnrl lnl"N·tl'l.
Xo. 1\1.
IIOW TO llO TlllC'I<,; \\'ITII
(',\IU>~. - C'nntalnlng expln.nntlnns nr th £' lr(Pfll"r.ll prlnl'ip\ps of alf"lght-nf-hnn,1 npplil'nhlf>
to t•ard tricks; of cant tricks vdlh nr1Unnry
rnrcls . nnrl not requiring sl€'1.J.:"ht-nr-hnnd; n f
trl<'l<S ln,·nhdn~ alelH"ht-of-hnnrl . or tht' lll'IP or
spPclally prrpared carrls.
tll 11!-!t1·n t rd.
:-Oo. ~2. 11O\V TO l'I.A \' C'AHU,;. - ntvln"
U•e rules and full direc tions for plnylng
Euchrt> , Cribbage, C:ulno. Forty-flvp, R.1111n,·f'.
Pedro Sancho, Draw l'oker. Auction l'llch, All
Fn11rs. anc'I many other popular game • or
cnrcls
'.\"o. ~3. IIOW
TO WRITE l,ETTt:1<,;.- .-\
wnnclerful Ill t le bonk. telling you hnw to
write tn ~-our swePthPart, your rather, mnthPr.
sister. hrnther, t>mplnyer; and, In fact, everyhnciy nnll an~·hod) you wish to write to.
:-.o. 1\-1. 11O\V TO Kt; •;I' A:\'ll ~IASA(a;
PETS. -Glvlng complete Information as to the
manner and mPthod of raising, keepi ng, tam1111,: . hrerfllng, ancl man~glng all kln ,h of pC'U;
al~o glvln,; ful Instructions ror making cages,
etc.
Fully explained bv twenty -e ight llluatrat Iona.
:\'o. a5. HOW TO COl.l,ECT STAJ\IPS A:\'ll
('OIXS.-C"ontalnlng valuable information rPgardlng the collecting and arranging of
atamps and coins.
Hanc'lsomely Illustrated.
No. 116.
HOW TO BECOME AN ENOINEER.-Contalnlng full lnatructlons how to
become a locomotlve engineer; al • o direction •
ror building a model locomottve; together
with a full deacrlptton of everythlnc an englfleer • hould know.

~'or • ale by all newsdealers, or will be aent to auy addre11 on

it

11

st

Fu~ ,;.
r~m~v TO llO SIXT\' TRlf'K
WITII CARlll!l. - Embraclng all or !he late
and most <lec.:Pptlve card tri cks. with i\111
trA.tlons.
No. ;:1. HO\\' TO 110 TRICl<S \\'ITII ~l'M
Hf-;J-t~.-Showtng many curloua t n1•ks wit
tt~urcs and the magic of numbers. Hy :\. An
dersnn. Fully 111111'1 rntPfl.
~ ... 74. IIOW TO WlllTE l . t:TTt-:11!1 C'O
nt:('Tl.\' .-Conta lnlng full
lnl'II nwl lnn9
f
wrltinJ.t letter, on almost any suh 11•1•t; al
rulic•s for punctuation an,t co111p11~1111111. wit

i

sos:!~n7efi~ leltltf~~\; TO 01<:CO~lt~ .\ ( ' O'\'.Jt ' ltl'~
-f"'ontainlr1l! tricks
with
Oo111l11ri~•!-!.
Cups and Un\1s. Ho.ts. etc. Emhn11·111,z thirty
six llltJl'ltratlnns.
lly A. Anden,on .
'.\"o. ,fl. 110\\' TO TEI.I, l ' Olt'ITSl·: S D
TII•: 11:\.~t>. - rnntn.lnlng rulf's f.,r tPllln
rnrtlln Ps hy the Rltl of llnP11 or tlw h~tnd.
the sN·ret or ralml!ltry.
Alan tl11~ i-1·~Trt
1 .. 11tng ruture evPnls hy old of 11101•• mark
s1·nr~. PtC'.
lllt1~trntPrl.
'.\"o. ,,.
HOW TO ))0 FORTY TUI('
\\. ITII CARU:-\. - Contnlnlng <1 E>i·t•pl i , P C'a
Trh·kl' as prrtormerl hv IN1dln>t .-011111r,•n• a
m~:~•l;~~s. 110\\' TO DO Tit f•; BI.A<•ti A HT.
rnn1nl11lng a c11mplete <1r~rrlptlnn nf the my
tPrl••!'I nr Mng-lc an,! Slel~ht-or-llo.nrl, tof.reth
with many wnn,h•rful l' :q ,erlments.
nv
A nt11~r~nn ,
11\ust ratf'd .
No. ,n. 11O\V TO nt:nnn; AN A('TOR.
('ontnlntng rompletP lnatruc·llnn:ii how to ma
up ror .... arlo11s charac-tPr9 on 11ie ~ta~"; t
KPthPr with th~ c'lutles or tht> S1n _l{t? :\1ana,r

t"l'S'c,tt".1.~~~A~'~~. '~'~)l~~l~l;l)~l(;~:~.

Prs~~p~~,r
rontalnlng the httt>st Jokes. n1w1·dntps a
runnv storie11 of this worlcl-renow11P1t GPnn
,•tHnP<11an .
Slxty-rour pages ; han1lsnme co
ore-d ('o\·er containing a halt-tone photo
1he author.
So. 81. 11O\V TO MES~IERIZE. • - ronta.l
lnK the mol!lt appro\•ed methods of m,.~mPrls
also how tn rure all kinds of tlli;tt•n~Ps
animal magnptlsm, or magnetic h~allnK.
Prof. Leo Hugo KoC'h, A.C.S .. author 11r "Ho
to Hvpnotlze." t>tc.
No: K2 . IIOW TO f?O PAl.~IISTII\'.-Co
talnlng the m ns t approved method• of ren.
Ing thf" ltne• 11n tt,P hand. together wtth a fu
explanA.tlon of their meaning.
Alao e.xplat
Ing phrenology, anrl tht! key for telling cha
n.C'ter hy the humps on the head.
Ry L
Jlugo Koch. A.C.R
Fully tllustraten .
So. K3. HOW TO H \'PNOTIZE. -Conlalntn
valuable and Instructive Information regnr
Ing the science or hypnotism.
Also e-xplal
Ing thfl most approved method • which a
Pmployed by the leadlng hypnotlau or t
world. By Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO DECO~IE AN Al'TIIO
-Containing Information regarding choice
sub1ects, the uee of word • and the manner
preJ>artng and suhmtt ting manu • crtpt.
Al
containing valuable Information a • to t
neatne ••, legibility and ceneral compoaltlon
manu • crtpt.

I

